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Executive Summary
The Advanced Connectivity and Automation in Transportation Systems (ACATS) project is a multi-year
capacity building initiative intended to explore opportunities and issues associated with increased use of
CAV technologies. Having completed the first three phases of the project, the ACATS team has embarked
on phase 4 of the project, which is to develop a CAV technology pilot testing plan. The purpose of this
report is to provide an overview of the pilot testing plan for the 3 vehicle technologies selected for testing.
Below we have summarized each chapter of the report, grouped together in the following areas: 1. Project
Background, 2. Technology Assessment, 3. Pilot Plan Development, and 4. Implementation
Considerations
1. Project Background – Objectives, goals, project background, and learnings from previous
phases
This project is led by the City’s ACATs team and Cascadia Partners, supported by internal staff from the
Police Department, Fire & Rescue Services, Engineering Services, and Park Board. It is funded by
Transport Canada’s ACATS program, which is aimed at advancing CAV technologies to realize a host of
potential benefits to all Canadians. The City’s participating in the ACATS program is also intended to
share the outcomes of research, studies, and technology demonstrations with other jurisdictions to
encourage innovation in this sector across the country.
In the first three phases of the project, the City of Vancouver developed a common understanding &
awareness on CAV technologies amongst the staff, provided opportunities to discuss how the technology
could impact City services, and worked together to identify potential opportunities & issues. In the current
fourth phase of the project, the team has developed a CAV technology pilot testing plan, intended to
ultimately support future CAV technology implementation.
Broad benefits of CAV technology have been identified, grouped into four themes: 1. Improve
transportation capacity, accessibility, and congestion, 2. Improve safety, 3. Improve sustainability, and 4.
Foster economic opportunities. More specifically, opportunities and limitations have been identified for the
technologies and use cases under consideration.
2. Technology Assessment – Evaluation of technology use cases and learnings from other CAV
pilot programs
Three technology use cases have been selected from seven potential opportunities using a set of holistic
evaluation criteria tailored to the City’s needs and vision. They are: 1. Autonomous Ice Resurfacers, 2.
Autonomous Lawn Mowers, and 3. Automated Street Sweepers. Following the holistic evaluation criteria,
considerations for pilot plans and next steps have been determined.
Business cases have been developed for the three technology use cases to help prioritize which
technology to pursue. They are based on five factors: 1. Technology Maturity, 2. Service Delivery, 3.
Innovation / value-added Benefits, 4. Staff Benefits, and 5. Sustainability Benefits.
A jurisdiction scan was conducted from over 40 CAV pilot programs on both public roads and closed site
testing from jurisdictions in Canada and the US. In addition, an overview of these programs, including
future developments provides a high-level understanding on the scale and direction of this burgeoning
sector. Findings were used to benchmark / baseline, inform our early planning sessions, document
previous program obstacles and learnings, and inform test case developments.
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A series of technology vendor discussions and interviews were conducted to support the development of
the test cases, focused on assessing technology capability, feasibility to pilot, potential limitations &
constraints, and willingness to participate in the program. Overall, 2 vendors from each of the selected
technology use cases participated in these activities.
3. Pilot Plan Development – Testing objectives, KPIs, testing guidelines, and testing strategy
To ensure success in the pilot program, 19 testing objectives were established to provide guidance and
direction on developing the test cases. These objectives, based on the findings of the jurisdiction scan, as
well as subsequent discussions with stakeholders, are grouped into 4 themes: 1. Business Case, 2.
Technical Assessment, 3. Staff Support, and 4. Local Innovation.
Based on the testing objectives, further discussions with operational staff and supervisors, as well as
discussions with technology manufacturers, the project team identified 38 KPIs to monitor during the pilot
program. These KPIs focused on both typical operating conditions as well as difficult environment
conditions and edge cases that current equipment are expected to provide service in. More specifically,
the KPIs are measures service levels, reliability, safety, and impact on climate change.
Testing CAV technology, especially on public roads & spaces, will have implications on many areas of
government mandate. To ensure the pilot program is strictly conducted within the bounds of regulations
and standards, a comprehensive review of relevant documents concerning CAV technology have been
completed, primarily based on Transport Canada CAV guidelines and industry policy frameworks. These
guidelines are intended to identify risks in safety and security, as well as recommendations to mitigate.
They cover 6 areas: A. Safety Testing guidelines, B. Testing Vehicle Security & Privacy, C. Government
Regulations, D. Liability of Incidents, E. Training & Education, and F. Testing Best Practices.
Incorporating the aforementioned testing objectives, KPIs, and guidelines, pilot test strategies have been
developed for each of the technologies, considering how different the operators, environments, and
requirements are. A three phased approach is proposed, starting first with service demonstrations to
assess technology feasibility, then the technology is demonstrated for the public, and finally with limited
rollout of CAVs services on public roads. A comprehensive set of test cases have been determined and
designed in collaboration with City staff, detailing test requirements, environments, scenarios, locations,
training, and other testing elements. The test cases are grouped into three categories: Provide different
levels of services in various conditions, efficiently support service deliveries, and ensuring the safety &
security regarding operators, the public, and data privacy. Finally, considerations ranging from focused
training to broad education were developed on operator training, education for other city staff, and
education for the public
4. Implementation Considerations – Pilot timeline, budget, and key risks & issues
Based on the CAV test strategies, an 11-month preliminary timeline has been developed for the purposes
of project planning and budgeting. The timeline is broken down into 4 phases, starting with project
initiation to align expectations with stakeholders, followed by manufacturer collaboration to prepare for the
test cases, then the testing phase to carryout the test cases, finally a final report will be developed based
on test findings. A high-level budget has been developed for consideration, based on the resources
required and the hours expected. There will be a marked increase in activities leading up to the beginning
of the testing phase, in order to meet the many deliverables required before testing can begin.
Key risks & issues that could significantly diminish the City’s ability to complete the pilot program have
been identified. These range from inability to gain government & regulator approval to lack of union or
staff support. Potential strategies have been developed to mitigate these risks.
Future Vehicle Technology – Pilot Testing Plan
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV) technologies, the City of Vancouver has
undertaken a multi-year capacity building initiative. This initiative is led by the City’s Advanced Connectivity
and Automation in Transportation Systems (“ACATS”) team. The ACATS team has been working with internal
staff from the Police Department, Fire & Rescue Services, Engineering Services, and Park Board to explore
opportunities and issues associated with increased use of CAV technologies in our fleets and by the public on
our streets.

1.1

TRANSPORT CANADA’S ACATS PROGRAM

This project is funded and supported by Transport Canada's
ACATS program. This program aims to advance connectivity
and automation in the transportation sector. Canada is an
ideal place to develop CAV technologies and would benefit
significantly from this new and burgeoning area.
Transport Canada recognizes that connected and
autonomous vehicles have the potential to bring a range of
benefits to all Canadians: improve road capacity,
accessibility, road safety, sustainability, equity, as well as
reduce traffic congestion and create new economic
opportunities.

Why Canada is an ideal place to
develop CAV technologies1:






Highly educated work force
Strong automotive manufacturing and IT
sectors
World leader in artificial intelligence
State-of-the-art research and testing
facilities
Wide range of weather conditions, road
surfaces, and geographic environments

One of the key objectives of the program is to help Canadian jurisdictions better prepare for future
deployment of CAV technologies. The outcomes of research, studies, and technology demonstrations will be
shared extensively with other jurisdictions to encourage further innovation across the country.
To achieve higher levels of automation, Canadian federal, provincial, and territorial governments are actively
supporting the development work behind these technologies. It is well understood that this effort will take
many years before the technology can be widely deployed. To resolve the many technical challenges with
CAV technologies, these vehicles will be tested to:
•
•
•

Correctly interpret environments and make the optimal driving decisions
Understand and anticipate the actions of other road users
Overcome edge cases such as adverse road conditions and construction zones.

The achievements of other participating jurisdictions in the ACATS program, as well as the achievements
from similar autonomous vehicle pilot projects are discussed further in Chapter 5.

1.2

CITY OF VANCOUVER’S INVOLVEMENT

Specifically, the ACATS program provides funding and guidance to support the City of Vancouver in: 1
•
•
•

1

Research, studies, and evaluations of CAV technologies
The development of codes, standards, and guidance materials
Capacity-building and knowledge-sharing activities.

Transport Canada – Automated and connected vehicle testing and research – Why test these technologies in Canada
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Due to the nature of the technology evaluation and pilot work involved, the City of Vancouver is playing dual
roles – both as a partner in the trial testing and as a regulator of CAV regulations and guidelines:
Partner in the trial testing
•
•
•

The City hopes to conduct the pilot trials in a joint effort with potential vendors, providing internal staff
capacity, technology support, and participation in other areas.
The City will support or lead preparations with existing infrastructure and services across several
departments to ensure the tests are well supported.
The City will be the ultimate managers and end users of the technologies, with support from potential
vendors on overly technical or proprietary considerations.

Regulations and Guidelines
•
•

1.3

The City will ensure that the pilot testing will follow federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal
regulations, bylaws, and guidelines.
The City will further ensure that pilot testing will align to specific guidelines and best practices in
areas of safety, data security, privacy, education, and insurance.

CITY OF VANCOUVER ACATS OBJECTIVES

The City of Vancouver has 5 main objectives for the ACATS program, as seen in Figure 1.
Figure 1: ACATS Objectives

1. To better understand
future vehicle
technologies

2. To inform and educate
all levels of staff regarding
future vehicle and related
technologies
3. To better understand
how future vehicle
technologies may impact
our operations and our
staff

ACATS Objectives
4. To identify and plan
for infrastructure
needs in response to
future vehicle
technology
Current Objective
5. To develop a
vehicle technology
testing strategy for
future implementation

The purpose of this report is to plan CAV technology pilot testing for the 3 vehicle technologies identified.
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1.4

PREVIOUS ACATS RESEARCH, ENGAGEMENT, AND ANALYSIS (PHASE 1 – 3)

Prior to commencing phase 4 Pilot Testing, the Project Team undertook several detailed studies, which are
summarized in figure 2 below:
Figure 2: Phases 1 to 3

Achievements from Phases 1 to 3

Phase 1-3
Stakeholder Engagement

0. Prepare

1. Awareness
Building

2. Contemplate
the Future State

3. Collaborate

4. Outcomes

Developed toolkit
materials to use
with stakeholders
and operators

Built a common
level of
understanding &
awareness of
future vehicle
technology

Provided
opportunities to
discuss how
technology could
impact work &
improve
outcomes

Collaboratively
developed
opportunities &
issues

Documented
and shared
opportunities &
issues

Engagement Highlights:

300 people participated in engagement

700 Video views

24 full-day participants in Issues & Opportunities workshop 11 CAV themes identified
64 Staff & operators participated in survey
166 Impressions from Citywire posting
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2. BACKGROUND & CONTEXT
CAV technology signals a next major transformation in transportation, reshaping not just the transport and
infrastructure sectors, but also bringing broad socioeconomic impacts with significant restructuring of the way
we manage cities. The CAV industry is an emerging ecosystem with many areas of development and study
that are of interest to the City of Vancouver. With that being said, the City is currently focused on selecting
technologies to be piloted first.
To provide sufficient background & context, we will first broadly discuss the technology and its impacts.
Ultimately, we will focus specifically on the opportunities and limitations of the technologies to be piloted.

2.1

INTRODUCTION TO CAV TECHNOLOGY

A connected vehicle is able to communicate with a number of actors in transportation, such as other vehicles,
road users, transportation infrastructure, web applications, and other transportation modes 2. It uses a variety
of two-way wireless communication technologies supported by its digital infrastructure backbone. The overall
goal of connectivity is to improve transportation efficiency and safety, by sharing and aggregating data in the
transportation system.
An automated vehicle can drive itself to a certain degree.
It uses a combination of LIDAR, cameras, radars, a variety
of sensors, GPS, electronic controllers, computing power,
and machine learning capabilities for vehicles to make
intelligent driving decisions on its own. The degree to
which the automated vehicle can drive itself without
human control depends on a series of factors, for which a
standard definition has been established by the by Society
of Automotive Engineers (SAE)’s Levels of Driving
Automation.3 Already, many vehicles on our roads today
have low levels of automation, such as lane control and
collision avoidance.

Figure 3: CAV Features

When combined, both technologies will enable significant
improvements in the transport sector, by allowing
automated vehicles to make better driving decisions using
data beyond what can be collected by individual vehicle. A
combination of both features is visualized in Figure 34.
Further synergies can be realized when vehicles are able
to coordinate their movements as a neural network.
In addition to the transport sector, CAV technology could have a wide range of use cases, especially in
situations where supplementing human operators could result in significant benefits. This pilot test plan is an

2

PPSC Working Group on Automated and Connected Vehicles – Automated and Connected Vehicles Policy Framework for Canada
(2019) (AVCV Policy Framework 2019.pdf (comt.ca))
3

Transport Canada – Connected and Automated Vehicles 101 (2019) (Connected and automated vehicles 101 (canada.ca))
Horiba MIRA – Assurance Framework for Connected and Autonomous Vehicle (2020) (Roadmap to resilience launched to build trust in
connected and autonomous vehicles (Horiba-mira.com)
4
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Defining Connected and Autonomous Vehicles

Connected Vehicle (CV) technologies

ideal example of these extended use cases, where the City of Vancouver is hoping to test vehicles supporting
or augmenting municipal operations.
Enable the communication of information between systems, vehicles, and other elements of the urban environment.
Vehicle to Infrastructure

Vehicle to Home

Exchanges operational data between
vehicles and infrastructure, optimizing
traffic flow and improving safety

Supports the sharing of power
between homes and vehicles

Vehicle to Device

Vehicle to Vehicle

Provides devices with traffic
alert information

Communicates between vehicles on
speed, position, warnings, and other
relevant information
Vehicle to Data Center

Vehicle to Person

Supports the regulation of power flow, data
collection, data management, and data use,
including related cybersecurity requirements

Communicates with other road users
such as pedestrians, people of
authority (flaggers, traffic police),
cyclists, etc.

Autonomous Vehicle (AV) technologies
Allow vehicles to operate independently, using a variety of technologies including sensors, cameras, equipment, and
intelligent control systems. Different Levels of Automation exists for these vehicles as depicted below:

Driver Supported features

No Automation
Human driver
monitors environment
and controls vehicle
for warning purposes
only

Driver
Assistance
Computer controls
speed or steering
only

Automated Driving Features

Partial
Automation

Conditional
Automation

Integrated
computer control
of speeding and
steering

Computer monitors
environment and
controls speed and
steering with full
human back-up

Examples:

High
Automation
Computer monitors
environment and
controls speed and
steering with some
human back-up

Current Tesla
Autopilot System
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2020 Audi Traffic
Jam Pilot

Computer monitors
environment and
controls speed and
steering with no
human back-up

Examples:

Examples:
Cruise Control

Full Automation

Developing
Technology (Uber)

Developing
Technology (Waymo)
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2.2

BROAD BENEFITS OF CAV TECHNOLOGY

Implementing CAV technology will be a major revolution in the transportation and infrastructure sector.
Below, we have outlined some of those major issues and how CAV technology will be able to overcome them.
Figure 4: Four Broad Benefits of CAV Technology

Improve
Transportation
Capacity,
Accessibility, and
Reduce
Congestion

Improve Safety

Improve
Sustainability

Foster Economic
Opportunities

2.2.1 Improve Transportation Capacity, Accessibility, and Reduce Congestion
CAV equipped vehicles, in coordination with network infrastructure, will increase roadway capacity, vehicle
accessibility, and avoid congestion areas in the following ways:

▪
▪
▪
▪
Improve Transportation Capacity,
Accessibility, and Reduce
Congestion

▪

Enhance navigation to avoid traffic hotspots
Drive with reduced distances between vehicles to increase
road capacity
Minimize human driver behaviors that impedes traffic flow
Enable car sharing that reduces the overall number of cars on
the road and parking lots without reducing the number of trips
provided
Provide vehicle options for people with limited abilities to drive
or those in remote regions
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2.2.2 Improve Safety
Improving safety is perhaps the most important reason for adopting CAV
technologies from a municipality’s transportation standpoint. This improvement
aligns well with the City’s Moving Towards Zero Safety Action Plan 5, which outlines
the City’s goal to have zero traffic related fatalities. CAV technology adoption
would be more than a supplement to the various accident hotspot
countermeasures, redesigned infrastructure, enforcement efforts, education, and
public outreach initiatives already considered.

Improve Safety

Up to 94%6 of road incidents are due to human errors. Incidents resulting in
injuries and fatalities are often caused when drivers demonstrate improper driving
behavior, or when drivers are not able to assess all road conditions. These causes can be mitigated to a
certain extent but remain limited without supporting human drivers with technology. When CAV technology is
used effectively, improper driving behavior can be avoided as vehicle computers can faster process more
data than human drivers.
Basic forms of CAV technologies are already used to reduce the number and severity of crashes in Canada.
They provide drivers with enhanced hazard notification, start emergency braking when hazards are detected,
and adjust vehicle direction when it is driving outside the lane bounds.
When CAV technology is mature and fully deployed, it has the potential to reduce 500,000 motor vehicle
collisions and 1,800 fatalities every year in Canada7.

2.2.3 Improve Sustainability
CAV technologies are likely to improve vehicle efficiency, reducing the amount of
emissions and energy expended. Furthermore, each vehicle is likely to increase
their usage, resulting in less cars being manufactured, and parking lots required to
be constructed.

Improve Sustainability

5

City of Vancouver - Moving Towards zero Safety Action Plan (2016)
Standing Senate Committee on Transport and Communications - Driving Change; Technology and the Future of the Automated Vehicle
(2018)
7
Standing Senate Committee on Transport and Communications - Driving Change; Technology and the Future of the Automated Vehicle
(2018)
6
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2.2.4 Economic Opportunities
CAV technologies will have significant economic benefits in the following ways:
Transportation Benefits:
With a more efficient transport sector, improved supply chain and
logistics will give Canadian businesses a competitive advantage.
Reduced commute times provide more opportunities for people to
engage in value-add activities.
CAV technology can enable new transportation service models, offering
more efficient and flexible ways to move goods and people.

Foster Economic
Opportunities

Industry Development Benefits
CAV technology development in Canada will require close collaboration
between industry sectors, academic and research institutions, and a
highly educated workforce. This will significantly increase our industrial
base and capabilities in the following areas:
•
•
•

2.3

Automotive and electronics manufacturing
Communications and telecommunications services
Digital technology and software services

OPPORTUNITIES TO LEVERAGE CAV TECHNOLOGY FOR MUNICIPALITIES

In phase 3, we identified potential opportunities that staff have considered as technology and adoption
increases in the future. These opportunities are summarized in Table 1. For more details, please refer to the
ACATS Issues and Opportunities Report.
Table 1: CAV Opportunities

#
1

2

3

4

Opportunity
Improving safety

Increasing
operational
efficiency
Increasing citizen
services

Traffic management
and control

Description
Staff identified opportunities to improve safety for drivers and the public through
connected and automated technologies, which could be implemented using
currently available and future technologies.
Leveraging data provided as part of a connected fleet, staff identified the
opportunity to do more with the same resources through data analysis,
forecasting, predictive modeling, root cause analysis, and training.
Leveraging automated vehicle technology as it becomes available, staff
identified the opportunity to complete their duties at an increased pace or
efficiency. This would allow staff to increase the value-added services with
existing resources.
To manage and improve the flow of traffic, the City could optimize traffic flow in
response to events, incidents, or street closures. Through technology and
policy, the City could also influence traffic patterns throughout the day.
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5

Improving
transportation
options

6

Right-sizing vehicles
and fleet

7

Training / job growth

8

Real-time data
sharing
Supporting the
Climate Emergency
Response
Reputation and
economic
development

9

10

2.4

Working with the community, there is an opportunity to increase access to
transportation through a multi-modal strategy. The City can continue to identify
and leverage different modes of transportation to address gaps in sustainable,
equitable access to transportation.
Developing policies and procedures to ensure the appropriate vehicle or
equipment is procured for the job, and that the City does not procure more than
it requires to deliver citizen services efficiently and effectively.
Working with staff, unions, and educational institutions, the city could develop
the necessary training programs to grow staff skills along with technology.
Improving the flow of information within departments, between departments and
with the public, based on what is collected in the field.
Strategies to reduce the City’s reliance on fossil fuels, increase the useful life of
our assets, and optimize resources in a way that is environmentally sustainable
and supports the public and others in achieving the same.
Develop the regions expertise and acceptance of this technology. By becoming
an innovation hub as a City, the city could develop a unique value proposition to
employment candidates and develop an ecosystem of economic development
opportunities and innovation.

LIMITATIONS OF LEVERAGING CAV TECHNOLOGY FOR MUNICIPALITIES

In phase 3, we identified issues and considerations that were identified throughout our engagement with City
staff. These opportunities are summarized in Table 2. For more details, please refer to the ACATS Issues and
Opportunities Report.
Table 2: CAV Limitations

#

Consideration

A

Change
management

B

Job loss

C

Training
requirements

D

Safety & security

E

Existing technology

F

Technology
readiness

Description
Significant advances in technology, and changes to day-to-day operations for
City staff and the public will require engagement and time to successfully
implement and align goals.
City employees at all levels are concerned with the potential for job loss.
Extensive consultation with unions and a focus on the opportunities that make
work safer, augment staff to increase productivity, or improve fleet reliability will
ensure success.
What is needed to operate and maintain this new technology? How might these
changes impact different generations of workers at the City?
As with any technology, the safety afforded will be paramount to frontline
operators and users, leadership, services, and policy makers internally.
Externally, the public will want reassurances around the safe operation of
equipment.
The City has deployed existing technology infrastructure and systems which are
used heavily in many cases. The City need to ensure alignment with existing
investments in technology to avoid additional costs or unnecessary complexity.
As a product of future looking conversations, many of the ideas and
opportunities may not be technically feasible or available at this time. This can
range from the availability or variability of connectivity (e.g. 5G networks) or
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G

Infrastructure
readiness

H

Capital
requirements

I

J

Coordination with
neighbouring
agencies
Emergency
preparedness &
response planning

K

Legal & regulatory
compliance

L

Equity

M

Data privacy &
security

N

Public policy

automated features (e.g. Level 3 to 5 autonomy). Technology is also rapidly
advancing. With previous technologies becoming obsolete, it may be difficult to
plan our investments.
Significant resources are currently deployed to support our aging infrastructure.
Building on this includes augmenting requirements for additional capacity: more
communications support, larger conduit, and retrofits.
New technology, especially in early stages, may have high upfront costs.
Significant capital funding may be required during fleet upgrades, service
contracts for implementation, and training and change management planning for
operators and the frontline.
To support the interoperability of automated and connected vehicle technology,
The City will need to partner with other agencies including neighbouring
municipalities, Metro Vancouver, and TransLink to standardize where possible.
As reliance on this technology increases, an appropriate emergency response
plan must be developed to maintain or quickly return to normal operations
during an emergency.
The City is only able to set its own direction within the bounds of the legal and
regulatory framework provided by other government agencies such as the
Provincial and Federal government and governing organizations such as
Transport Canada.
The opportunities made available from new technology has potential benefits for
all citizens and constituents. However, the requirements of adoption may limit
departments, neighbourhoods, or individuals without the necessary means (e.g.
capital, unequal distribution of services / access for unbanked, those without
smartphones, etc.).
Adoption of some technologies requires the collection and analysis of personal
data. Questions related to data ownership, protecting data from cyber attacks,
and privacy are of primary concern.
Several policies will need to be developed to enable and support the appropriate
use of vehicle technology on our streets.
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3. THREE TECHNOLOGIES UNDER CONSIDERATION
In phase 3, we conducted an evaluation of potential CAV opportunities using the seven evaluation criteria
below. Ultimately, three technology options were shortlisted for the City-led pilot program: Autonomous
Lawnmowers, Automated Street Sweepers, and Autonomous Ice Resurfacers (see Figure 5 below).
Figure 5: Technologies Under Consideration

Technologies Under Consideration:

Opportunity

Safety
Public Community
Improvement Space Engagement
8

Autonomous
Lawnmowers

9

✓

10

Department
Readiness11

Climate
Services
Emergency Resiliency Cost14
12

13

Yes

Required

✓

✓

✓

Low

Automated
✓
Street Sweepers

No

N/A

✓

✓

✓

Med
ium

Autonomous Ice
Resurfacers

✓

No

N/A

✓

~

✓

Med
ium

Autonomous
snowplows

✓

Yes

Required

✓

✓

Medi
um

CAT compactor
technology

✓

No

N/A

✓

Medi
um

HAAS vehicle alert
system

✓

Yes

Required

✓

Medi
um

Object detection

✓

Yes

TBD

Low

8

Technology musts be mature enough to be considered safe for operators and the public. Opportunities should increase safety for
operators and / or the public.
9
If technology require testing in closed public spaces, such as roads, sidewalks, parks, public plazas, etc.
10
If technology require community engagement and support to test or adopt new technologies in their area
11
Willingness and ability (including the necessary resources) of the department in question to lead, test, or adopt new technologies in
their workplace
12
Potential for technology to reduce fleet emissions, such as the use of electric or hybrid solutions
13
Potential for automated service delivery to support services resiliency, which is the ability to recover from a disruption
14
Potential cost of pilot testing programs
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In the subsequent sections, we will further discuss how each of the three technology options will benefit the
City in the seven evaluation criteria.

3.1

ICE RESURFACERS (AKA “ZAMBONIS”)

Using the prototype Sottu6, an automated ice resurfacer offers a computer-controlled process that allows ice
resurfacing time to be reduced. Rather than having one large vehicle with a driver, the job of ice resurfacing is
completed with two to four preprogrammed autonomous machines. This industry has seen very little change
within the past few decades, and the impact of this would allow for increased rental time for the City’s 8 ice
rink facilities. Please refer to Figure 6 for considerations and
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Figure 7 for benefits of automated ice resurfacers.
Figure 6: Zamboni Considerations

Safety

This would reduce possible injuries from operating the Zamboni as the
automated machines are smaller in size, much like a robotic floor
sweeper.

Public Space
Requirement

The autonomous Zambonis would need to be deployed in a closed ice
rink.

Community
Readiness

No communications or engagement would be required. There may be
an opportunity to showcase the technology to citizens. Job loss would
not occur as someone would need to deploy and maintain.

Department Fit

The Parks department that oversees community centres would need
to be engaged on the new technology to verify fit, resource availability,
and desire to pursue a pilot project.

Alignment to City
Objectives

This would support operational efficiency as the ice resurfacing time
would be reduced, allowing for a faster turn around between rentals.

Partnerships

Would be required with Sottu6, the referenced autonomous Zamboni
innovator. A partnership to test its prototype could be mutually
beneficial for both organizations.

Cost

Costs have not been determined at this time. A single unit deployment
should be of limited capital outlay.
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Figure 7: Zamboni Benefits

Primary Benefits
Depending on the proposed activity for the ice, using advanced sensors and data, the machine
optimizes conditions including amount of water, temperature of water, and amount of ice to
remove to create a smoother surface without cracks and delay aging of the ice.
All data on ice conditions is captured in real-time and stored, providing staff the needed
information to revise maintenance protocols at each rink as desired.
Ice rink managers / drivers would still be required to clear and inspect the ice, open the doors,
remove nets or equipment.
During resurfacing, drivers would instead focus on quality control or work on other tasks and
review the data later.
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3.2

LAWN MOWERS

Autonomous lawnmowers maintain grass with reduced noise, consistent cuts, increased health of turf,
decrease cost, reallocate labour to more value-added activities, and reduced operational risk. Sensors detect
obstacles in its path. Electric and gas options are available. Please refer to Figure 8 for considerations of
automated lawnmowers.
Figure 8: Lawnmower Considerations

Safety

The automated mowers have a lower center of gravity which would be
useful in areas with higher grades that represent higher risk of
equipment tip or rollover.

Public Space
Requirement

The pilot would take place in the City’s parks. An area would need to
be closed off to ensure the public does not cross path with the
autonomous lawnmower.

Community
Readiness

Signage or materials may be required at select locations to showcase
the technology. As this is becoming more common technology in
regular households, this should not surprise the public in general.

Department Fit

The Parks department would need to be engaged on the new
technology to verify fit, resource availability, and desire to pursue a
pilot project.

Alignment to City
Objectives

There will be a cost reduction as the self-driving robotic mower can
mow a greater surface area with reduced energy. Mowing more
frequently with an automated mower will also reduce water costs.
Labour can be directed to other high-value tasks for Parks
maintenance.

Partnerships

A partnership could be proposed with Husqvarna’s Automower, Left
Hand Robotics’ Mower, or others.

Cost

Formal costs would need to be finalized based on the number of
lawnmowers to be tested. Preliminary vendor estimates put the
equipment purchase to be approximately $30,000 USD with a $1,000
Software-as-a-Service fee per month.

There are two opportunities for testing connected and / or automated mower technology, as seen in Figure 9.
While commonplace with larger farm equipment, there currently only exists small residential automated
mowers.
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Figure 9: Two Types of Lawnmowers

Remote Operated:
Commercial scale, these remoteoperated units are capable of steep
angles and adverse terrain when
equipped with tracks.
These can be operated at distances up
to 1000’ and have wide mowing decks.
These require an operator at all times
but may represent opportunities for
efficiency by completing work faster
where ride-on mowers are not currently
used.
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Automated:
Predominantly residential applications,
these may be more difficult to deploy in
parks.
These mowers can complete sections
at a time and be scheduled as
necessary. Typically stored on-site,
they could be activated while Parks
crews are performing other tasks.
Because these “clip” versus “cut”, they
are much quieter and can operate
anytime of day. They are also safer,
and the smaller clippings can be easily
recycled into the field.
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3.3

STREET SWEEPERS

Automated sweeping technology could be deployed in works yards for a non-public pilot or tested in bike
lanes where an operator closes the bike lane, initiates the automated sweeper, and operates the street
sweeper adjacently. This technology is currently being tested and deployed in regions of China, with over 100
active units currently sweeping malls, industrial parks, theme parks, and more.
This is an innovative example of a suite of new and advancing technologies including advanced self-driving
algorithms, the application of camera, radar, and lidar technology. This could support training and validate a
potential business case for a larger deployment. Please refer to Figure 10 for considerations of automated
street sweepers.
Figure 10: Street Sweeper Considerations

Safety

Public Space
Requirement

Initially this pilot would take place in a closed area, ideally a City works
yard that is not open to the public and has limited access from
contractors or others (e.g. delivery drivers, etc.). After extensive
testing, this could be expanded to public deployments (e.g. park
space or bike lanes15).

Community
Readiness

No communications or engagement with the community would be
required until a public trial is scheduled. This could be a broader Citywide campaign.

Department Fit

Sanitation is open to new technology that supports improved service
delivery.

Alignment to City
Objectives

A public deployment in bike lanes would support safe active
transportation by clearing leaves or other debris from bike lanes or
bike routes. This would further increase citizen service delivery and
efficiency.

Partnerships

There are existing testing programs in China. Select manufacturers
may be interested in partnering for the first North American pilot or
test of automated sweeper technology.

Cost

15

This could improve safety in the works yards by collecting debris
including screws and nails. In public, it could support sweeping of
leaves and debris from bike lanes and walkways.

A typical medium-sized sweeper deployed at the City costs $275,000.
The Boschung S2.0 Autonomous sweeper would cost approximately
$500,000, fully outfitted, including onsite delivery (from Switzerland),
onsite LiDAR route / area mapping, a “supercharger” for fast DC
charging, a two-year guarantee, and two years of software licensing
and updates. Following the two-year mark, a monthly SaaS fee of
$2,000 - $3,000 depending on software updates and capabilities
would be collected.

Safe and alternate detours will be planned and deployed when sections of bike lanes are closed off for testing.
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The primary opportunity within sanitation is to deploy automated street sweepers. There are several
prototypes and early demonstrations happening in the EU and China. This opportunity is relevant to
Vancouver, as seen in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Automated Street Sweeper Application

Potential Applications
Initially, the pilot plan would be focused on a “Service Demonstration” which could take part in
a works yard or other closed area.
If the technology is proven, we could expand to “Public Demonstrations” in parks, on the
seawall, or through bike lanes, all with back-up drivers present.
An operator would be required to set up and monitor the unit, although there is a possibility for
automatic sweeping in closed environments after initial tests prove technical feasibility and
safety.
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4. INDUSTRY SCAN
The development of CAV technology is evolving at a rapid pace, which requires the team to constantly
update the lessons learnt, best practices, and technology developments in this industry. The team took a twopronged approach, by conducting a jurisdiction scan and vendor scan in tandem.

4.1

JURISDICTION SCAN

The Project Team undertook a jurisdiction scan to identify programs to benchmark / baseline, inform our early
planning sessions, and document previous program obstacles and learnings. This further informed test case
development and several key sections of this report.
Figure 12: CAV Projects Across Canada and the USA

Throughout the remainder of this section, we summarize recent pilot programs across North America, as
illustrated in Figure 12. Several are focused on autonomous shuttles like the ELA demonstration we had in
Vancouver, while others highlight additional areas of innovation in the transportation space16 17.
16

Electric Autonomy – Canada’s Autonomous Vehicle Pilots (2019) (Canada's autonomous vehicle pilots | Electric Autonomy Canada)

17

A list of current Canadian CAV projects can be found here: https://www.tacatc.ca/sites/default/files/site/doc/CAV_resources/inventory_of_cav_initiatives_in_canada_-_v1.2_14oct_en.xlsx
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4.1.1 Testing Within Secure & Closed Sites
4.1.1.1 Ottawa, ON – L5 Test Track
Ottawa, ON

Objective

L5 Test Track

Provide CAV companies with a safe area to test their technologies

Description

Testing CAV technology in a 16km test track with a 5.2 km high speed
test track, focused on cybersecurity, poor weather conditions, and
interoperability

Timeframe

2019 and onwards

Partners &
Stakeholders

Invest Ottawa, AVIN, University of Ottawa, Algonquin College,
Carleton University, La Cité collégiale, Blackberry QNX, Nokia,
Juniper Networks

Testing Details
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4.1.1.2 Regina, SK – Automated Farm Equipment Development
Regina, SK

Objective

Automated Farm Equipment Development18 19

Test CAV technology to support more efficient farming capabilities

Description

Testing CAV technology that allows farmers to carry out tasks
autonomously without a driver, such as seeding, spraying, and
spreading

Timeframe

2020

Partners &
Stakeholders

Raven Industries (acquired Canadian based DOT Technology Corp),
Economic Development Regina Inc. (EDR) as part of the Investment
Partnership Program

Testing Details



Path plan is progenerated in a computer program

18

Raven – Raven Industries Expands Strategic Growth Initiative in Canada (2020) (Raven Industries Expands Strategic Growth… Raven Applied Technology (ravenprecision.com))
19

CBC News – Tech company opening headquarters near Regina, plans to develop autonomous farm equipment (2020) (Tech company
opening Canadian headquarters near Regina, plans to develop autonomous farm equipment | CBC News)
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4.1.1.3 Blainsville, QC – Transport Canada Motor Vehicle Test Centre (MVTC)
Blainsville, QC

Objective

Description
Timeframe
Partners &
Stakeholders

Transport Canada Test Track20 21

Support Transport Canada’s Motor Vehicle Safety Program to conduct
testing of automotive vehicles and related equipment. Said to be the
“largest and most advanced automotive test and research centre in
Canada”.
Conduct tests to assess safety standards & regulations, develop new
regulations & standards, and address any safety issues.
2009 to present
Transport Canada, PMG Technologies INC, PSPC, CATARC,
Transpolis SAS, Katris


Testing Details





20
21

Facility offers a number of services including certification,
instrumentation, research programs, compliance programs,
product commercialization, etc.
Facilities include crash lab, structural test lab, pedestrian lab,
environment chambers, and test tracks (25km long including
high speed track and off-road track)
Currently testing Cooperative Truck Platooning Systems
(CTPS) Testing and Guidance

Transport Canada – Evaluation of the Motor Vehicle Test Centre (2017) (https://tc.canada.ca/en/evaluation-motor-vehicle-test-centre)
PMG (PMG Technologies - Advanced Automotive Test and Research Centre (pmgtest.com))
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4.1.1.4 Other Jurisdictions Within Secure & Closed Sites
In addition to the highlighted examples above, similar trials were completed in the following jurisdictions:
AVIN Technology Development:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Durham Region, Ontario - AVIN Regional Technology Development Site – focus on human machine
interface and user experience
Southwest Ontario, Ontario - AVIN Regional Technology Development Site – focus on cross boarder
technologies
Toronto, Ontario - AVIN Regional Technology Development Site– focus on artificial intelligence
Waterloo Region, Ontario - AVIN Regional Technology Development Site – focus on high-definition
mapping and localization

Private Development:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Toronto, Ontario - Uber Advanced Technologies Group (ATG) – develop artificial intelligence needed
to create AV
Ottawa, Ontario - Ford Motor Co. Research and Engineering Centre – Research and development
centre to advanced CAV technology, in collaboration with Ford Motor Company
Markham, Ontario - General Motors Markham Technical Centre – Research and development centre
to advanced CAV technology, in collaboration with General Motors Company
Hemlo Ontario – Autonomous Trucks in Gold Mine (Barrick Gold Corp.)
Kapuskasing, Ontario – Test Track for General Motor’s CAV trial runs.
Fort McMurray, Alberta - Electric automated haul trucks - Fort McMurray (Suncor Energy Inc.)
Edmonton, Alberta - Autonomous Security Vehicle - Edmonton International Airport
Winnipeg, Manitoba - Automated snowplows - Winnipeg Richardson International Airport

Others:
▪

Ottawa, Ontario - Fleet Forward 2020 Program – focused on alert technology at rail grade crossings
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4.1.2 Testing on Public Roads / Area Only
4.1.2.1 Toronto, ON – Rouge Hill Automated Shuttle Trial
Toronto, ON

Objective
Description
Timeframe
Partners &
Stakeholders

Rouge Hill Automated Shuttle Trial22

Demonstrate safe, green, and accessible transit technology to support
local travel needs for a neighbourhood underserved by public transit
Shuttle to carry passengers between a commuter station and a
residential neighbourhood
Planned for 6-12 months starting in fall 2020, which has been delayed
to spring 2021
City of Toronto, TTC and Metrolinx

Testing Details




Shuttle will always have a human attendant onboard
Pilot will most likely use a zero-emission electric vehicle

22

City of Toronto – Automated Shuttle Trial (2020) (https://www.toronto.ca/services-payments/streets-parkingtransportation/transportation-projects/automated-vehicles/automated-vehicles-pilot-projects/automated-shuttle-trial/)
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4.1.2.2 Hamilton, ON – Connected and Autonomous Vehicles Test Bed
Hamilton, ON

Objective
Description
Timeframe
Partners &
Stakeholders

Connected and Autonomous Vehicles Test Bed23 24

Provide a test zone for start-ups and local partners to test CAV
systems and interactions. Allow the city to explore how to integrate
CAV technologies into their traffic systems
Testing on a two km section of five main streets in a neighbourhood
with a mix of residential, commercial, and light industrial developments
Spring 2020
City of Hamilton, Centre of Integrated Transportation and Mobility
(CITM), Ontario’s Autonomous Vehicle Innovation Network (AVIN)


Testing Details


CAV technology being tested includes artificial intelligence to
analyze interactions between different road users (vehicles,
pedestrians, and cyclists)
Testing hardware will be incorporated into the City’s street
lighting and traffic poles

23

Electric Autonomy – Hamilton streets to host AV tests starting next year (2019) (https://electricautonomy.ca/2019/11/26/hamiltonstreets-to-host-av-tests-starting-next-year/)
24
The Hamilton Spectator – Hamilton puts autonomous vehicles to the test (2020) (https://www.thespec.com/news/hamiltonregion/2020/02/15/hamilton-puts-autonomous-vehicles-to-the-test.html)
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4.1.2.3 Montreal, QC – Olympic Park Automated Shuttle Pilot
Montreal, QC

Objective
Description
Timeframe
Partners &
Stakeholders

Olympic Park Automated Shuttle Pilot25

To demonstrate viability of shuttle service and improve transportation
in the area
Two 12 person shuttles transporting passengers on a designated
route with multiple stops along the way
2018 to 2019
City of Montreal, Olympic Park, Transdev, EasyMile

Testing Details

25




Shuttle will always have a human attendant onboard
Travels at 15km/h

Transdev - Autonomous Mobility (2020) (https://www.transdev.ca/en/our-solutions/autonomous-mobility/)
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4.1.2.4 Candiac, QC – Navya Shuttle Trial
Candiac, QC

Objective
Description
Timeframe
Partners &
Stakeholders

Navya Shuttle Trial26

To provide transportation service in an underserved area and to
inform future planning strategies
15-passenger shuttle that travels on a two-kilometre route in a light
industrial area
2018 - 2019
Keolis Canada, Navya, City of Candiac

Testing Details





Test vehicle is electric
Part of the focus is to assess how vehicles perform in colder
temperatures
Vehicle can travel up to 25 km/h

26

Keolis – A 100% Electric Autonomous Shuttle on Public Roads (2020) (Keolis Candiac | A 100% electric autonomous shuttle on public
roads)
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4.1.2.5 Multiple Western Canadian Cities – ELA Pilot Project
Vancouver, BC
Surrey, BC
Calgary, AB
Edmonton AB
Beaumont AB

Objective

ELA Pilot Project27

Provide the public with AV technology experience

Description

12-person electric shuttle that travels on fixed routes for short periods
of time

Timeframe

2018 to 2019

Partners &
Stakeholders

Pacific Western Transportation, Easy Mile, various municipalities

Testing Details

27




Travels at 12km/h
Shuttle will always have a human attendant onboard

Ride with ELA - The Future of Transportation (2020) (https://www.ridewithela.ca)
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4.1.2.6 Other Jurisdictions Testing on Public Roads Only
In addition to the above highlighted examples, similar trials were completed in the following jurisdictions:
Shuttle Trials:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Edmonton, Alberta - Low-speed Autonomous Shuttle Testing - University of Alberta
Calgary, Alberta – Low Speed Autonomous Shuttle Pilot – Zoo Telus Spark Science Centre
Montreal, Quebec – UITP Autonomous Shuttle
Whitby, Ontario - Automated shuttle pilot project - Durham Region and Town of Whitby
Ottawa, Ontario - Parliament Hill Autonomous Vehicle Pilot
Columbus, Ohio – Shuttle Trial
Denver, Colorado – Shuttle Trial
San Francisco, California – Shuttle trial
Anne Arbor, Michigan – Shuttle trial

Other Trials:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Windsor, Ontario – Continental and Magna Cross-Border Demonstration
Calgary, Alberta – 16 Avenue N Connected Vehicle Pilot Project
San Ramon, California – CAV trial
Boston, Massachusetts – Tiered CAV testing
San Jose, California - CAV trial
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4.1.3 Testing in Both Secure & Closed Sites and on Public / Area Roads
4.1.3.1 Vancouver BC & Edmonton AB – ACTIVE – AURORA Connected Vehicle
Testbed Network
Vancouver, BC
Edmonton, AB

Objective

Description

Timeframe
Partners &
Stakeholders

ACTIVE – AURORA Connected Vehicle Testbed Network28 29 30 31 32

Support Canada’s first connected vehicle testbed intended to support
innovation of infrastructure, hardware, standards, and applications in
connected vehicle technologies.
Test the ability to exchange information in real time between vehicles
and roadside equipment. The testbed consists of both real-world test
zones and closed lab facilities
2014 - Current
UBC, University of Alberta Centre for Smart Transportation, Transport
Canada, BCMOTI, Rogers Communication, EasyMile, FP Innovations


Testing Details


Test roadside units that provide central traffic management,
collision notification, traffic conditions, road conditions
notification, etc.
Test CAV technology with respect to Alberta’s cold weather
climate and road conditions

28

Stantec – Active-Aurora Connected Vehicle Testbed Network (https://www.stantec.com/en/projects/canada-projects/a/active-auroracv-testbed-network)
29
Transportation Alberta – Active-Aurora Project (2016) (Existing Release (alberta.ca))
30

University of British Columbia – Aurora Connected Vehicle Test Bed (http://rsl.ece.ubc.ca/Aurora.html)

31

Newswire – Active-Aurora project launched at the University of Alberta (2014) (https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/active-auroraproject-launched-at-the-university-of-alberta-516085451.html)
32
Global News – Signs crop up in West Edmonton heralding project that sees wireless technology talk to cars (2017)
(https://globalnews.ca/news/3383637/signs-crop-up-in-west-edmonton-heralding-project-that-sees-wireless-technology-talk-to-cars/)
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4.1.3.2 Stratford, ON – AVIN Technology Demonstration Zone
Stratford, ON

Objective

AVIN Technology Demonstration Zone33

Provide a test area for Ontario-based companies to demonstrate their
technology

Description

Testing CAV technology in a closed off demonstration zone

Timeframe

2017 and ongoing

Partners &
Stakeholders

AVIN, Ontario Centres for Excellence, Automotive Parts
Manufacturers Association, Ontario based CAV companies

Testing Details

33



Testing involves both a public road and private closed off area

AVIN – Showcasing Ontario-made technologies (https://www.avinhub.ca/demonstration-zone/)
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4.1.3.3 Other Jurisdictions Testing in Both Secure & Closed Sites and Public / Area
Roads
In addition to the above highlighted examples, similar trials were completed in the following jurisdictions:
•

•
•

Ontario and Quebec - Evolution of Networking Services through a Corridor in Quebec and Ontario
for Research and Innovation (ENCQOR) – focused on supporting 1000 businesses using 5G wireless
technologies
Waterloo, Ontario - Waterloo Centre for Automotive Research (WatCAR) – researching CAV
technologies
Canada – Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) Testing

4.1.4 Future Development in CAV Testing
Furthermore, we have highlighted future developments in CAV testing in Canada that are likely to take place
in the next decade:
•
•
•
•
•

Ontario (33 municipalities between Windsor and Ottawa) - Preferred Corridor for Testing of
Autonomous Vehicles and Related Technologies
Oshawa, ON - Automotive Centre of Excellence (ACE) - University of Ontario Institute of Technology
– independent testing and research centre
Across Canada - Integrating automated shuttles – exploring the integration of automated and electric
shuttles in 9 communities across Canada
Canada - Test scenarios research for AV/CVs – developing standardized global test scenarios / use
cases for AV
Saskatchewan (Saskatoon and Regina) - Automated and Connected Vehicle Test Bed (with
Sasktech) – test CAV technology under extreme weather conditions in rural and small urban
environments
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4.2

VENDOR SCAN & COLLABORATION

To support test case development, we met with several technology vendors at various stages. While some
were less mature prototypes without commercial demonstrations, others were pursuing SAE Level 4 / Level 5
certification in other countries. Notably, one has been granted certification in China. We have detailed the key
findings by vendor and technology below, including a high-level assessment of their willingness to participate
in a pilot program. Contact information for each vendor is available in Appendix B.

4.2.1 Ice Resurfacer Technology
Our market scan has identified two potential vendors for automated ice resurfacers. Sottu6 has invested
considerable resources in developing their prototype. They have working examples and videos of testing.
Phaneuf International offers machine acquisition on their website and in promotional materials but has little
more than 3D renderings of their ice resurfacer. The company does have a commercially available smart goal
system, or at least videos of one in operation.

4.2.1.1 Sottu6
One potential vendor partner for this technology is Sottu6. The Sottu6 team has had a hard time securing
adequate ice time to test adjustments and revisions of their prototype, as seen in Figure 13. Relegated to
testing only during their own ice rentals, any challenges or tweaks need to be reviewed and addressed off site
afterwards. This could mean that they book ice for one hour of testing but realize a new calibration is not
working after 15 minutes. They would then need to load it back onto a truck, drive it back to the shop, tweak
it, and wait for their next ice rental, which could be days away.
While this technology is relatively immature, they have invested six years and approximately $2.5 million in the
venture. Along the way they have overcome some of the greatest challenges associated with such a small
machine, including both water capacity and ice shaving in a lighter format.
The Sottu6 team are Canadians living in
Minnesota. They are looking to informally
partner with a municipality or ice rink
operator to take advantage of ice times that
are typically not booked (generally 10 AM – 2
PM Tuesday through Thursday). They have
expressed interest in relocating back to
Canada to pursue this partnership. Ideally,
onsite or nearby space for tweaking and
working on the machine would be available.
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4.2.1.2 Phaneuf International
Figure 14: Conceptual Rendering of
Paneuf 4.0

Another potential vendor of this technology is Phaneuf International of
Quebec. They offer a competing solution to the Sottu6 discussed above,
in addition to a smart hockey goal system. The goal system allows for
changing of nets between hockey and ringette, or moving nets during ice
resurfacing, without the need to go onto the ice and physically handle
them. A conceptual rendering is shown in Figure 14.
The competing ice resurfacer is advertised on their website as available,
including rough estimates of cost per hour of ice rental time depending on
whether you rent or purchase the equipment. Unfortunately, multiple emails
and phone calls, including messages left with reception, have gone without
follow-up from the vendor. While their website implies otherwise, they may
be in earlier stages of development than Sottu6. Nonetheless, they are a
vendor worth contacting should this technology become a candidate for a
pilot program.

4.2.2 Automated Mower Technology
Aside from remote operated mowers, automated mowers were limited to two vendors. Graze Mowing has
been raising funds online and secured several R&D partners to test their prototypes. Meanwhile, Mean Green
Mowers revealed an autonomous project at a recent conference. However, little information is available
beyond that.

4.2.2.1 Graze Mowing
The CEO of Graze Mowing, John Vlay, is an experienced commercial landscaping company executive who
has since turned his attention to commercial automated mowing technology. Looking to recreate the success
of residential applications, Graze Mowing is developing a machine, as seen in figure 16, that they hope
disrupts the industry through applications primarily at golf courses or other large grass surfaces (sports fields,
etc.).
Figure 15: Graze Mowing Lawnmower

The company has hired a team of mechanical
engineers and software developers to bring the
concept to life. The first stage will focus on bulk
mowing of large areas, targeting to get within 6
feet of an outer perimeter. As an example, they
would bulk mow a football field first, with operators
completing the more precise mowing along outside
edges. Graze Mowing will gradually move towards
precision mowing, with accuracy to a n outer
perimeter of several inches. From there they plan
to increase capabilities to include inner perimeter
boundaries, such as sand traps and ponds on golf courses or flower beds in parks.

In addition to automating the task of mowing, including in sloped areas that present rollover risk for ride-on
mowers, the solution aims to collect data on grass health, moisture, pests, etc. The objective of this is to
optimize watering, fertilizer, and pesticide use to address issues early instead of waiting for them to manifest
in a more problematic manner.
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Graze Mowing has testing scheduled for December of 2020, and hope for a public release in June of 2021
with a 60” mowing deck, which should be an industry first. Graze Mowing expressed interest in keeping the
communication lines open and collaborating on a pilot when the City is prepared to proceed.

4.2.2.2 Mean Green Mowers
Located in Cincinnati, Mean Green Mowers provides a variety of fully electric commercial mowers for
municipalities and the public. They recently revealed the ATOM: an autonomous, commercial scale mower
that promises many of the same capabilities as the Graze Mowing solution, as show in Figure 16.
Unfortunately, information on this initiative is sparse, with no mention of the project on their public website at
the time of writing. We unearthed the program through a YouTube video of their reveal at a recent
conference, including presentations from their
Figure 16: ATOM Autonomous Commercial Mower
development team on their objectives. Subsequently,
a phone call with one of their sales representatives
was light on information regarding capabilities and
progression of prototype development.
Mean Green Mowers expressed an interest in working
with the City for traditional mowers as well as on a
pilot as their technology progresses. They would be a
company to follow up with in the future, despite
limited available information at this time.

4.2.3 Street Sweepers
Two vendors were willing to collaborate with the project team to discuss their development and testing
process, confirm our proposed testing scenarios, and offer clarifications on technical abilities and testing
prerequisites. Boschung of Switzerland has partnered with Autowise to outfit one of Boschung’s existing
sweepers with Autowise’s autonomous driving technology. Another vendor, Enway of Denmark, has been
focusing on developing the technology that can be applied to proven sweepers and sold to end customers.

4.2.3.1 Boschung
The sweeper proposed is the Boschung Urban-Sweeper S2.0 Autonomous, as seen in Figure 17. Certified
SAE Level 4 / 5 in China, they are operating on public streets and walkways. One of the more advanced
examples we have identified, the machine is able to optimize routing based on current conditions (e.g. parked
cars) and interact with an everchanging environment (pedestrians, moving vehicles, etc.). With a 1,200kilogram payload, an operating time of 8 hours, and sweeping widths from 1.35 meters to 2.3 meters, this
sweeper would resemble our current medium-sized sweepers deployed at the City. This sweeper has the
added benefit of being a battery electric vehicle capable of DC fast charging. This would allow for sanitation
to shift sweepers away from diesel propulsion.
The sweeper relies on detailed LiDAR maps to navigate routes. Mapping for service areas is completed in
advance using a high-end LiDAR scanning and mapping tool which allows the computer vision to compare
what it is seeing with what has been documented previously. This exercise can be completed in a matter of
days, depending on the size of area to be serviced. In working with Boschung, they include a level of mapping
in the initial purchase price, but subsequent mapping would incur additional fees in requiring their team and
equipment to travel for the exercise.
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This mapping therefore requires that any testing areas be
identified prior to a pilot being completed. Our test cases
include a variety of areas to cover different edge cases or
scenarios that sweeper operators report encountering
regularly. Mapping all these areas would not be suitable
for a pilot program; identifying the core cases and
locations in advance would be required if using the
Boschung technology, assuming improvements in this
area are not made.

Figure 17: Boschung Urban-Sweeper S2.0

Boschung remains interested in working with the City to
participate in a pilot. They provided input on several KPIs for consideration in test planning and reviewed a
proposed test route for our pilot plan34. They are confident in their technology and ready to proceed with an
order should this technology be selected and funded for a pilot project.

4.2.3.2 Enway
Enway is an artificial intelligence startup focused on automated sweeping technologies. Enway does not
manufacture individual sweepers, but rather provides the necessary hardware and software to retrofit
commonly used sweepers in the EU to make them fully autonomous while retaining a full cab and allowing for
manual operation.
Starting with an indoor facility sweeper that would typically be used in warehouses or large retail formats,
Enway developed autonomous sweeping technology that operates off a detailed area map. They have since
invested in street sweeping technology as well, leveraging a Bucher Municipal CityCat V20e 35 all electric
sweeper, as seen in Figure 18. They have a pilot testing
Figure 18: Enway Sweeper
program underway in Singapore sweeping mapped routes
and testing for efficacy. In Singapore, they are required to
sweep at 11km/hr as per local regulations. However, they
are more effective operating at approximately 6 km/hr. This
sweeper is similar in size to a medium-sized sweeper at the
City, with 1.1 meters to 2.1 meters of sweeping width (up
to 2.7m with a third brush) and a 2,100-kilogram payload.
With a 63-kWh battery and a 22-kW onboard charger, the
vehicle can fully recharge in 2 to 3 hours.
The team has found the prototype to be effective and has
implemented software filters for dust, rain, and snow, which can commonly confuse LiDAR systems and stall
the operation. As far as reliability is concerned, as of November 2020, they had completed over 2000
commercial runs and have single-digit failures. A video of the autonomous sweeper in action is available
here36.
Enway remains interested in partnering with new municipalities and customers as their technology matures.
Enway is open to maintaining communication lines and progressing opportunities as they become available.
Compared to Boschung, they are not in a place for commercial deployment and would require longer notice
to respond to a potential opportunity.

34

This included surface parking lots, Manitoba Works Yard, and a circuit including Seymour, Robson, Howe, and Drake streets.
More information on the base sweeper is included here.
36
A copy of the video, provided via Google Drive, has been included digitally with this report in case the online file is removed.
35
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5. TARGET OUTCOMES & OBJECTIVES
5.1 TESTING OBJECTIVES
To provide guidance and direction for a successful pilot program, the Project Team has identified four
overarching goal categories: business case, technical assessment, staff support, and local innovation. The
goals and objectives featured below are based on the findings of the jurisdiction scan, as well as subsequent
conversations with the Project Team and department representatives.

Business Case
Meet / Exceed Level
and Quality of
Service

Reduce Injuries and
Fatalities

Provide Reliable
Service

Fit with Greenest
City Goals

Technology
Feasibility

Integration with Existing
Infrastructure & Systems

Integration with City
Vehicles

Operations and
Sustainment
Implications

Assess Benefits and
Costs of
Implementation

Technical Assessment

Ability to Deploy
Across the City

Staff Support
Increase Staff
Awareness

Support Staff Tasks

Improve Staff
Safety

Increase Staff
Productivity

Maintain Union
Support

Local Innovation
Vancouver as an
Innovator

Access to Market for
Local Companies

Commercialize Local
Tech

Increase Local
Industry
Collaboration
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In developing a business case for deploying this technology more widely, progress against the following
objectives will be indicative of a successful pilot:
Business Case
Meet / Exceed
Level and Quality
of Service

The technical feasibility of the solutions needs to be assessed. This
will include testing various situations and tracking the number of
emergency stops, operator interventions, technical errors, etc.

Provide Reliable
Service

Leveraging these new technologies should complement the
existing tools deployed by our staff, integrating seamlessly with
operations. The pilot technology should not interfere with existing
practices.

Reduce Injuries
and Fatalities

The pilot systems should leverage investments in existing
infrastructure, including for charging of EVs, GIS mapping, GPS &
telematics, or other supporting systems deployed at the City.

Fit with Greenest
City Goals

A pilot technology should be seen as sustainable by operations
staff long-term and not require a contingent of external resources,
vendor or otherwise, to operate and maintain the technology.

Assess Benefits
and Costs of
Implementation

For a technology to be considered for a wider implementation, it
must be deployable across the City and not limited to specific and
controlled environments or conditions.

In completing a technical assessment of the pilot programs, the team anticipates evaluating each solution
against the following objectives:
Technical Feasibility
Technology
Feasibility

The technical feasibility of the solutions needs to be assessed. This
will include testing various situations and tracking the number of
emergency stops, operator interventions, technical errors, etc.

Integration with
Existing Infrastructure
& Systems

Leveraging these new technologies should complement the
existing tools deployed by our staff, integrating seamlessly with
operations. The pilot technology should not interfere with existing
practices.

Integration with
City Vehicles

The pilot systems should leverage investments in existing
infrastructure, including for charging of EVs, GIS mapping, GPS &
telematics, or other supporting systems deployed at the City.

Operations and
Sustainment
Implications

A pilot technology should be seen as sustainable by operations
staff long-term and not require a contingent of external resources,
vendor or otherwise, to operate and maintain the technology.

Ability to Deploy
Across the City

For a technology to be considered for a wider implementation, it
must be deployable across the City and not limited to specific and
controlled environments or conditions.
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In continuing staff support of the Automated and Connected Vehicles Project, the team hopes to build on
previous momentum through the following objectives of each pilot:
Staff Support
Increase Staff
Awareness

Building on staff awareness generated in previous phases, we aim
to expose operators and managers to new technologies in their
industry and allow them to experiment with their uses in our
operations.

Support Staff
Tasks

Operators and managers should identify ways to deploy each pilot
to support their day-to-day tasks and augment service delivery, not
replace the need for an operator.

Improve Staff
Safety

Technology that can save operators from repetitive, injury-prone
tasks or activities, or remove unsafe aspects of completing their job
duties will be welcomed by operators, managers, and unions.

Increase Staff
Productivity

The pilot technologies should allow a greater focus on more fulfilling
value-add activities, replacing mundane tedious tasks. The solution
should increase service quality and job satisfaction.

Maintain Union
Support

By achieving the above, we will be able to maintain union support
for this initiative by creating a safer, more productive, and more
enjoyable working environment for union members.

Through this project, the City hopes to further its goal of supporting local innovation and playing a lead role in
bringing innovators and technology firms to our region. This includes the following objectives:
Local Innovation
Vancouver as an
Innovator

We aim to increase our presence on the national and international
stage as a forward-looking city open to, and well-versed on, various
innovations across multiple industries.

Commercialize
Local Tech

Providing an opportunity for local technology to commercialize their
solutions through product demonstrations and pilot programs to
enhance their brand through proof-of-concept displays.

Access to Market
for Local
Companies

Local organizations may struggle to partner with service providers
in testing or piloting their technology. These pilots should signal to
the local market we are open to partnerships.

Increase Local
Industry
Collaboration

Technology solutions can be developed in silos. Any opportunity to
combine technology for testing purposes would benefit the local
innovation ecosystem and potentially create strong partnerships.

Maintain / Increase
Equity

New automotive technology often benefits luxury brands or those
who transit by transport. Pilot technologies should benefit a
broader spectrum of road and facility users at the City.
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6. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
To ensure progress towards our target outcomes and objectives, the Project Team identified several key
performance indicators (KPIs) to monitor during any pilot program. These were identified through test
scenario / test case planning workshops with operational staff and supervisors who provided insights into the
environment and conditions in which this equipment is used, and the requirements of how it should perform.
We also identified KPIs through collaboration with technology manufacturers to see what they were tracking
from an automation and connection perspective.
The following categories of KPIs were identified:

As part of the finalized planning with the selected pilot program, Table 3 should be reviewed and revised
based on the latest technology capabilities and the current City operational requirements. The following KPIs
and metrics were identified for each technology and are summarized as provided by the workshop
participants or vendors.
Table 3: Preliminary KPIs

Pilot
Opportunity
Automated
Street
Sweeping

Preliminary Key Performance Indicators
Category
KPI
Service
Level
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Minimum operating time
Operating range
Mean time to complete
Sweeping Width
Payload

City

Vendor

8 hours
10 – 150 kms
Varies
1.5m+
1,000 kg

8 hours
50 – 60 kms
TBD
1.35m – 2.3m
1,600 kg
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Sweeping Speed
Efficacy
Availability
Reliability

Minimum Uptime
Technology failure rate

Safety

Minimum travel speed
Object detection
(pedestrian, cyclist,
vehicle, etc.)
CO2e
Efficient use

Climate
Change

Service
Level

Reliability

Automated
Mowing

Safety

Climate
Change

Service
Level

Minimum Uptime
Technology failure rate
Preventative maintenance
planning support
Object detection
(pedestrian, cyclist,
vehicle, etc.)

Reliability

4 – 6km/hr
95% @
4km/hr
2 – 3 shifts per
day (with DC)
TBD
<0.5%

30km/hr
TBD

40km/hr
TBD

TBD
Route
optimization
TBD

TBD
Work
optimization
TBD

8 hours
130,000 sqft
84”
5 – 9km/hr
2 shifts per
day
>90%
TBD
N/A

8 hours
TBD
60” (initially)
5km/hr
2 shifts per
day
TBD
TBD
Software
notifications
TBD

TBD

Fuel savings / fuel usage

Varies

Efficient use

Route
optimization
TBD

Battery
Electric
Work
optimization
TBD

15 minutes
200’ x 85’
(NHL)
1
Battery
Electric
N/A

< 5 minutes
200’ x 85’
(NHL)
Scalable
Battery
Electric
Included

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

Supply chain carbon
footprint
Resurfacing time
Rink size
Number of rinks at facility
Propulsion system

Automated Ice
Resurfacing37

37

Supply chain carbon
footprint
Operating time
Service area
Mowing deck
Mowing speed
Availability

6km/hr
>90%
sweeping
2 shifts per
day
>70%
TBD

Ice data / information
capture
Minimum Uptime
Technology failure rate

We were unable to meet with recreation centre Maintenance Technicians or Chief Engineers; our metric list is limited as a result
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Preventative maintenance
planning support

N/A

Software
notifications

Safety

Object detection
(pedestrian, cyclist,
vehicle, etc.)

TBD

TBD

Climate
Change

Fuel savings / fuel usage

Battery
Electric
TBD

Battery
Electric
TBD

Supply chain carbon
footprint
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7. PILOT TESTING GUIDELINES AND CONSIDERATIONS
Test trials in real world conditions are essential to demonstrating the positive outcomes, safety features, and
practicability of CAV technologies. However, testing new technologies comes with associated risks that can
hinder the public safety. To ensure that these trials are conducted within acceptable conduct and mitigates
risks, it is important that the pilot plan identify and align to guidelines and constraints.
In this chapter, by developing these guidelines and considerations, we will be able to identify and align to with
regulations, rules, and best practices agreed upon by federal, provincial, territorial, and municipal
jurisdictions.
The bulk of the guidelines and considerations discussed in this chapter are sourced from following documents
(Thumbnails of these documents are shown in Figure 1):






Transport Canada - Testing Highly Automated Vehicles in Canada Guidelines for Trial Organizations
Transport Canada – Safety Assessment for Automated Driving Systems in Canada
Transport Canada – Canada’s Safety Framework for Automated and Connected Vehicles
Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA) - Canadian Jurisdictional Guidelines for
the Safe Testing and Deployment of Highly Automated Vehicles
Policy and Planning Support Committee (PPSC) Working group on Automated and Connected Vehicles Automated and Connected Vehicles: Policy Framework for Canada

Figure 19: Document Covers of Key Guidelines and Considerations
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As noted in chapter 2, these guidelines and considerations are developed from the perspectives of both a
partner in the trial testing and as a regulator of CAV technology. In the next sections, we will discuss the six
areas of guidelines and considerations visualized in Figure 20.
Figure 20: Areas of Guidelines and Considerations

C. Government
Regulation

D. Liability of
Incidents

E. Training and
Education

B. Testing Vehicle
Security & Privacy

A. Safety
Testing
Guidelines

F. Testing Best
Practices
Pilot Testing Guidelines and
Considerations

7.1

A. SAFETY TESTING GUIDELINES

7.1.1 Secure & Closed Site Testing
Sufficient pre-testing which simulates the environmental, road, and traffic conditions that can be reasonably
expected in the timeframe of the planned trial is a key preparation step in the journey to public testing.
▪

Trial organization ensures that all testing vehicles have gone through sufficient testing in the following
areas prior to commencing a trial on public roads with other road users:
o a closed course
o on-road in another jurisdiction

7.1.2 Public Area / Road Testing
Public testing requires informing road users as well as municipal and provincial stakeholders of testing plans
and operations.
▪

▪
▪

Develop a communications plan to inform the public and other road users of trials in public spaces.
Detours or alternate routes should be provided if a section of the transportation system is closed off
for testing.
Consider testing locations that will not significantly block the flow of traffic.
Label trial vehicles for easy identification of CAV testing trials.
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▪

▪

Notify the relevant departments when testing trials are issued to the trial organizations:
o Provincial / territorial road transport agencies (BCMOTI, TransLink, etc.)
o Local law enforcement and emergency response personnel (including occupational health
and safety officers)
o City departments affected by the testing trials
Provide relevant departments the following information:
o Dates, locations, and duration of testing trials
o Relevant information on any safety issues that might arise
o Relevant information on how to interact with an ADS-dedicated vehicle
o Relevant information on how to handle emergencies involving an ADS-dedicated vehicle

7.1.3 Trial Operator Requirements
The trial operator plays a key role in ensuring that the vehicle testing is safe and operationally effective. To be
successful, the operator needs to be informed of the following information by trial organizations:
▪
▪

▪

▪

Ensure ADS level of automation is clearly defined, based on SAE levels of automation found in J3016,
and understood by operators.
Testing vehicle can transition safely between automated and non-automated modes:
o Testing vehicles will have a warning system that alerts the operator of an incoming transition
between automated and non-automated modes. The notification should be as clear as
possible.
Alert operator when ADS is about to fail, and when ADS has failed.
o Provide alert requesting operator to perform DTT fallback with sufficient warning time. This
allows the driver to disengage automation function and perform manual operation of the
vehicle or bring it to a minimal risk condition.
Maintenance requirements to ensure that systems continue to operate as intended should be clearly
communicated to and understood by the operator.

7.1.4 Testing with No Drivers in Place Requirements
The ADS needs to have the following functionalities to ensure safe operation on the road:
▪
▪

▪

▪

7.2

Ensure that the ADS has been previously tested (in a closed area or on-road in another jurisdiction)
to verify performance of all DDTs, including OEDR within the designated ODD.
ADS-dedicated vehicle possesses a warning system which alerts relevant personnel when the
automated system disengages or fails. Critical information safety information will be conveyed to
passengers, first responders, and emergency services, if necessary.
During a system disengagement or failure, the vehicle can perform DDT fallback and achieve a
minimal risk condition where necessary. There are appropriate redundancies in place to carry out
these tasks.
ADS equipped testing vehicle is fitted with a two-way communication link to provide continuous
information on the vehicle’s location, status, and performance. This information is communicated
between the vehicle operator, relevant trial organization personnel, and any passengers in the
vehicle.

B. TESTING VEHICLE SECURITY & PRIVACY
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7.2.1 Data Privacy
Trial organization should implement measures required to safeguard user information collected by vehicle and
ADS38.
▪

▪

These measures should address concerns such as, but not limited to:
o How will the information used to authenticate authorized use to vehicle be protected?
o Location, destination, speed, route data, and additional driving information about the vehicle
may be beneficial for traffic planning and reducing congestion. However, the patterns
revealed in this data may reveal intimate and commercially valuable personal details.
o Sensor data which includes information about the people and objects the vehicle encounters
creates a similar privacy concern to that of Google Street View.
o Voice recognition poses a risk of the collection and transmission of private communications.
o What entity will hold legal ownership over this data
o How will this data be used?
Potential solutions to the concerns include, but are not limited to:
o The collection of personal data should require an opt-in policy.
o All personal data should be anonymized.
o The sale of data to third parties should be barred.
o Trial organization should always record the behavior of the driver/vehicle interface during the
operation to mitigate misuse or abuse of the system.
o Trial organization is encouraged to demonstrate how their operations comply with existing
Canadian privacy laws.

7.2.2 Data Security
Major concerns regarding security of an autonomous vehicle include a hacker gaining control of the vehicle
and remotely manipulating various functions, as well as bugs in the software which causes the vehicle to not
function as intended. To minimize security risks, trial organization must ensure that adequate design and
mitigation strategies are in place to protect ADS-equipped vehicle from cyber security threats:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Fortify protection at all connection points between the Computer Area Network of the vehicle, wired
public infrastructure, and other autonomous vehicles on the road.
Design operating procedures and processes to manage cyber events and movement of data.
System updates, OTA updates, after-market repairs, and modifications should be mindful of potential
security vulnerabilities.
Breaches of data should be communicated to relevant stakeholders, such as government agencies,
to collaborate on preventing the breach from happening again.
Software and hardware updates should be shared to relevant stakeholders (trial organization,
operator, BC Ministry of Transportation) in a timely manner.
Cyber security measures should be guided by Canada’s National Cyber Security Strategy, United
States National Institute of Standards and Technology’s Framework for Improving Critical
Infrastructure Cyber Security, and United States Department of Transportation Cyber Security Best
Practices for Modern Vehicles.

7.2.3 Data Storage
38

Cyber Defense Magazine – Privacy and Security Issues in Autonomous Cars (2019) (Privacy and Security Issues in Autonomous Cars
- Cyber Defense Magazine)
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Data collected must be stored on a Canadian server within Canadian jurisdiction. The captured data should
be easily accessible to extract intelligence to improve the vehicle’s operations.

7.3

C. GOVERNMENT REGULATION

7.3.1 Breakdown of Responsibilities for Different Levels of Government
Each level of government contributes a different function to testing 39:
Federal Responsibilities
Transport Canada sets and
enforces compliance with
safety standards for
manufactured and imported
vehicles and equipment
Innovation, Science, and
Economic Development
Canada sets and enforces
technical standards and
licensing requirements
related to wireless
technologies integrated in
(trial) vehicles
Investigate and manage
recall and remedy of noncompliances

•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Provincial Responsibilities
Driver Licensing
Vehicle Registration
Create and enforce traffic
laws and regulations
(including trials)
Conduct safety inspections
Regulate motor vehicle
insurance and liability
Adapt infrastructure to
support AV Development

•
•
•
•
•
•

Municipal Responsibilities
Parking
Traffic Control
Create and enforce by-laws
Enforce traffic laws, and
regulations
Accommodate trials
Adapt infrastructure to
support AV Development

7.3.2 Compliance with Federal Requirements
Importing vehicles to Canada and shipping them across provincial / territorial boundaries must comply with
Transport Canada’s Motor Vehicle Safety Act (MVSA). However, autonomous vehicle testing qualifies for
certain regulatory exemptions:
▪

▪

Under MVSA section 7(1)(a), people or companies can temporarily import a vehicle that does not
comply with CMVSS (Canada Motor Vehicle Safety Standards) if said vehicle will only be used to
exhibition, demonstration, evaluation, or testing. The applicant must submit a Schedule VII
declaration form to Transport Canada for approval. The applicant must also complete Vehicle Import
Form 1 if they wish to use the vehicle on public roads. This form is to be presented to Canada Border
Services Agency and ICBC.
Companies which import new kinds of vehicles, technologies, or systems can apply under MVSA
section 9 to be exempt from conforming to certain prescribed standards. To receive this exemption,
companies must submit an application to Transport Canada, which includes risk assessment and
documentation from section 13 and 14 of the MVSR.

39

Policy and Planning Support Committee (PPSC) Working group on Automated and Connected Vehicles - Automated and Connected
Vehicles: Policy Framework for Canada (2019) (avcv_policy_framework_2019.pdf (canada.ca))
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Using wireless technologies, such as DSRC technology to test connectivity, must comply with all certification
and licensing requirements. Notably, the procedures administered by Innovation, Science, and Economic
Development Canada (ISED) should be respected.

7.3.3 Compliance with Provincial Requirements
The trial organization must comply with all provincial regulations, in addition to engage the BC Ministry of
Transport on their operations and developments.
▪

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

7.4

Trial organization to obtain the appropriate authorizations and/or permits for the geographic
jurisdiction where the tests will be conducted (Province, TransLink, City of Vancouver, etc.).
o An example of the information to include in permit application can be found on page 26 and
27 of Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA) - Canadian
Jurisdictional Guidelines for The Safe Testing and Deployment of Highly Automated Vehicles
Automated Driving System Levels 3 -4-5
o Permits required to be available for verification on the testing site as well as during vehicle
registration.
o Permits should be made readily available to law enforcement by the issuing body.
Comply with all vehicle registration, licensing, insurance requirements, and road safety rules:
o Include provisions for suspending or revoking authorizations and/or permits for trial
organizations if they violated permit conditions. Consider imposing penalties if trial
organization continue to operate in violation of suspension or revocation order.
o Hold test users responsible for violations of existing traffic laws subject to existing legal
processes.
o Trial organization to have adequate liability insurance, in accordance with BC authority
requirements (ICBC).
Trial organization must notify provincial or territorial authorities of trials involving wireless and CAV
technologies.
Trial organization is encouraged to allow Transport Canada and BC Ministry of Transportation to
observe trials.
Trial organization to inform local law enforcement and emergency response personnel about
changes to testing operations in a timely manner.
Trial organization to provide self-declaration of vehicle safety to BC Ministry of Transport:
o Information regarding what to include in this self declaration can be found in document titled
“Testing Highly Automated Vehicles in Canada: Guidelines for Trial Organizations” (page
13).

D. LIABILITY OF INCIDENTS

7.4.1 Unforeseen Events
When incidents occur, the trial organization must engage and cooperate with the necessary municipal and
provincial stakeholders.
▪
▪

Trial organization to provide reports on unplanned disengagements of the ADS to BC Ministry of
Transportation.
Trial organization to notify BC Ministry of Transportation of serious incidents involving trial vehicles. A
motor vehicle collision report will be compiled, as necessary. In the event of bodily injury or death
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▪
▪

caused by the incident, the trial organization will submit a preliminary report to the BC Ministry of
Transport within 24 hours of the collision and immediately postpone trial activities until further notice.
Trial organization must cooperate with authorities during the investigation and provide data from
recording devices which include a minimum of 30-seconds of pre-incident and post-incident data.
Trial organization to provide full disclosure of information on how and why the crash occurred to
relevant stakeholders. This report should also include details of the vehicle’s operations as well as the
testing conditions (location, date, time, weather, traffic, and road surface conditions). BC
stakeholders are encouraged to share these reports with Transport Canada to inform future safety
policies.

7.4.2 Legal Accountability
The trial organization must stipulate clear criteria for establishing legal responsibility when a testing vehicle is
involved in an incident on public roads:
▪
▪

7.5

If a driver is in the vehicle, they will be held accountable for any violations of the law regardless of
their degree of actual control of the DDT.
If a driver is not in the vehicle, there should be a person who is designated before testing to be legally
responsible for the safe operation of the vehicle.

E. TRAINING AND EDUCATION

7.5.1 Operator Training
Comprehensive operator training and vetting is crucial to safely carrying out vehicle testing.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Operator must hold driver’s license that is valid in BC for the vehicle being tested.
Operator’s training records and background should be verified. Criteria for disqualification include a
criminal record and/ or a driving history that includes problematic driving characteristics.
Operator should receive sufficient training to understand the capabilities and limitations of ADS to
know when to intervene.
Operator should continuously monitor the driving environment and be ready to assume fallback
position when automated system transfers operation.
Operator should be informed of any implications stemming from a system update.

7.5.2 Municipal First Responder Training
First Responders (police, fire, emergency medical services, tow and recovery services) in the geographic
jurisdiction of testing should receive comprehensive training to intervene safely in an ADS vehicle incident.
Trial organization should work with manufacturer and other entities’ consumer training programs to create an
ADS training manual. This should be made available to first responders at no cost to agencies. This training
should include, at minimum, the following 5 steps:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Identification: being able to spot whether the vehicle is autonomous. This is contingent upon the
vehicle being labelled clearly on at least the rear and side.
Awareness: being aware of hazards such as silent operation, self-initiated or remote ignition, high
voltage, unexpected movement, and more.
Knowledge: Being familiar with component designs.
Immobilization: Knowing how to place the vehicle transmission in park, set parking brakes, chock the
wheels.
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▪

Disablement: Ensuring that the vehicle is turned off, and if necessary moving potential re-ignition
sources, cutting power supplies, and depowering airbags and seatbelt tensioners.

7.5.3 City Wide Education
Gaining buy-in from the public on the future integration of autonomous vehicles requires a proactive effort to
educate the public and listen to their feedback.
▪
▪
▪
▪

7.6

Create public outreach programs to educate residents on the benefits, capabilities, limitations, and
vulnerabilities (cyber security, privacy) of CAVs.
Educate road-users on how the vehicle will react to them and how they should react to the vehicle.
Provide clarity on insurance coverage and liability changes in the legal framework with the
incorporation of CAVs.
Initiate a two-way learning channel with relevant city stakeholders (both public and private sectors),
allowing them to provide continuous feedback on policy and program developments.

F. TESTING BEST PRACTICES

7.6.1 Information Sharing
Trial organizations are encouraged to provide feedback regarding the regulatory requirements and permit
procedures to Transport Canada and BC Ministry of Transportation. They are also encouraged to share their
Safety Assessment findings with Transport Canada.
Meanwhile, the government is encouraged to update and seek input from industry players, academic and
research institutions, and national associations to inform future policies and programming on ADS testing and
deployment:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Governments should provide the most up-to-date road information and develop plans to industry.
Governments can leverage industry and academic insights in updating guidelines for CAV testing,
safety requirements, policies, regulations, and infrastructure investments.
Governments can seek support from several national associations, such as CCMTA, TAC, FCM, and
CACP.
Governments are encouraged to collaborate with automotive and technology industries to identify the
skillsets necessary for integrating CAVs. They can then leverage this information to work with
educational institutions (universities, colleges) to create training programs which develop those
skillsets.

7.6.2 International Standards
Trial organization vehicles should comply with international standards and best practices, stipulated by SAE
International and ISO (International Organization for Standardization), especially when drafting future safety
requirements for vehicles equipped with ADS features.

7.6.3 Provincial Testing Guidelines and Recommendations
The guidance below is directed towards for the provincial government. Nonetheless, the municipal
government could take inspiration from certain guidelines and initiatives as they see fit.
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▪

Please refer to Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA) - Canadian
Jurisdictional Guidelines for The Safe Testing And Deployment Of Highly Automated Vehicles
Automated Driving System Levels 3 -4-5 for recommendations specific to the jurisdiction of BC.
o Page 22 and 23 for governance of testing
o Page 30 for vehicle permitting and registration
o Page 32 for license plates of testing vehicles
o Page 33 for financial responsibility and insurance coverage
o Page 34 for compliance with MVSA
o Page 36 and 37 for driver license requirements for testing

7.6.4 Transport Canada Initiatives
The guidance below is directed towards for the federal government. Nonetheless, the municipal government
could take inspiration from certain guidelines and initiatives as they see fit.
▪
▪

Please refer to Canada’s Safety Framework for Automated and Connected Vehicles (page 19, 20) to
learn about what Transport Canada’s programs regarding the research and testing of CAVs.
Please refer to Canada’s Safety Framework for Automated and Connected Vehicles (page 21, 22) to
see a sample of information sharing forums Transport Canada engages with.
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8. TEST STRATEGY
Each technology will have a specific testing strategy as they have different operator and environment
requirements. This results in slightly different testing methodologies, considerations around staffing, and its
ability to augment current work.
The testing proposed in this pilot plan is to fulfill the mandate of a service demonstration, as seen in Figure 21.
Typically, in a closed environment with predetermined operating parameters, this testing is monitored by
operators and not typically showcased for the public. The intent of a service demonstration is to test the
feasibility of the technology to improve outcomes through efficiency, efficacy, and safety. The natural
progression of this would be to move to public demonstrations, accompanied with the appropriate
communications, and later an implementation of the technology in commercial operations.
Figure 21: Phased Testing Approach

Increasing Level of Maturity

Current Goal
Service
Demonstrations

1

Public
Demonstrations

2

Commercial
Operations

3

Objective is to demonstrate
feasibility of existing technology
to improve service delivery for
staff
Objective is to showcase this
technology for the public to
become more familiar with how
services can improve in the
future.
Objective is to have limited
rollout of CAV service on public
roads, technology testing in
realistic conditions, and
assurance that the public and
decision makers are confident
when it is fully rolled out.

The objective of the pilot testing would be to identify opportunities to leverage technology for subsequent
Level 2 and Level 3 demonstrations.
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8.1

TESTING PLAN & LOCATIONS

Due to the unique requirements of each technology, the testing plans will vary.

8.1.1.1 Ice Resurfacing

Figure 22: Example Ice Rink

From a location, operating environment, and operator perspective,
the ice resurfacing pilot technology has the simplest proposed
testing plan. We would identify a single community centre to carry
out the pilot testing, with an ice rink similar to the one show in
Figure 22. This location should have regular ice availabilities during
the week, where quick turnarounds for ice rentals are not
necessary.
The pilot plan would propose to train two Maintenance Technicians
/ Chief Engineers as operators. The system would not replace
current ice resurfacing until proven, and so the operators would
partner with the vendor if they were still prototyping. While there
are several specific test cases to be completed, largely the
technology would be tested for reliability and efficiency to validate
vendor claims of quicker turnaround and higher-quality ice.
Testing should be limited to a single rink (if there are multiple
onsite) so that any changes to quality of the ice can be contrasted
with a control rink.

8.1.1.2 Commercial Mowers
To test a commercial-sized application of autonomous mowing, a traditional blade mowing deck will be
required in contrast to the clipping technology which is more common in residential applications. As a result,
initial testing will need to be completed in closed off areas under close supervision, with the ability to advance
to more open and challenging test cases as the technology is proven.
Figure 23: Fraserview Golf Course Vancouver (Satellite View)

The ideal setting for testing is a City-owned
golf course. Testing can begin in the driving
range with mapping of the outer fences and
tee boxes and testing for changes to the
environment (interference, detection of a golf
ball, etc.). From here, we can progress to
larger areas such as fairways with innerperimeter requirements (e.g. sand traps,
ponds, trees), as seen in Figure 23, and more
precise areas like boulevards. We can also
test on a variety of grass types, monitor
performance against different quality
requirements and mowing deck heights, and test specific edge cases such as steep grades, ponding, etc.
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This could be completed at Fraserview Golf Course in southeast Vancouver, as seen in Figure 24.
Figure 24: Fraserview Golf Course Vancouver (Showing Sand and Trees)

This testing can be completed before opening or after hours under operator supervision. If the mower is
expected to be used in regular operations, we should ensure full coverage from a knowledge perspective:
there is always someone present who knows how to operate the machinery. If we are focused purely on a
pilot testing aspect, we can limit training resources to those who are responsible for carrying out the
associated tests.
Grass maintained by the City comes in a variety of conditions, which are impacted by different weather
patterns and seasonal changes. We will ensure that test cases have considered conditions identified in Table
4.
Table 4: Grass Conditions Captured by Test Cases

Category
Weather and Season

Different Grass
Conditions
Potential Obstacles to
Mower

Conditions
Wet and muddy grass or turf in depressions that ponds runoffs
Extremely dry grass that comes with a fire hazard
Grass areas with significant buildup of fallen leaves and pinecones
Steep grassy areas
Thick and tall grass that has not been trimmed for some time
Rocky and gravelly grass
Grass with significant debris and garbage
Grass with significant presence of irrigation heads & nozzles
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In the final stages of service demonstration testing, we will want to expand this to select neighbourhood parks
and sports fields. The former will be used to identify garbage and debris, test performance on poor quality
turf, and deployed in leash-free areas. The latter will be focused on turf quality maintenance and the detection
of debris (e.g. mouthguards). This could be tested in nearby Bobolink Park, as seen in Figure 2540.
Figure 25: Boblink Park

8.1.1.3 Street Sweepers
The Urban Sweeper S2.0 with autonomous functionality to be deployed in our pilot testing is the leader in
autonomous sweeping technology. The benefit of this SAE Level 4 / Level 5 certified sweeper is that it retains
a traditional cab and controls for manual operation.
As there are a number of test cases with this opportunity, the testing plan will include using either 5 or 10
operators on a rotating basis for the equivalent of one full-time employee. The sweeper would be operated in
autonomous mode with a back-up driver monitoring in the vehicle, prepared to take control, as necessary.
This is similar to how Tesla Autopilot and GM Super Cruise are used by the public today. The proposal to
rotate through staff recognizes that monitoring an autonomous vehicle operating at 6km/hr will be prone to
distraction.
There is a limitation because mapping and area preparation would be required for each route. This must be
completed by the vendor and comes at a cost to clients. If we select a route that is regularly maintained, this
will increase the opportunity for testing. This could include downtown arterials that receive the most amount
of sweeping. An example circuit41 that was discussed with Boschung was the following, as seen in Figure 26:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

40
41

Beginning at Drake Street, sweep north on Seymour Street to Robson Street
Sweep west on Robson Street to Howe Street
Sweep south on Howe Street to Drake Street
Sweep east on Drake Street to Seymour Street
Repeat 4 times, once for each lane on Seymour Street and Howe Street

Google Map – City of Vancouver Bobolink Park (2020)
Detours or alternative routes to be planned and conducted.
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Figure 26: Downtown Vancouver Circuit Example

Testing will follow the same graduated approach as the mowing pilot plan. In this instance, the automated
sweeping will be tested with a backup driver in Manitoba Yard or similar areas as per the regular work
schedule. Following the successful completion of those test cases, the testing can move to testing on public
roadways and parking lots with backup drivers at the wheel. Eventually, testing could evolve to having a
driver complete clean-up walking next to the sweeper while it follows a curb.
In particular, the City has a unique blend of road infrastructure and conditions, such as special road lanes and
debris types that should be considered as part of the test cases. These are identified in Table 1.
Table 5: Road Conditions Captured by Test Cases

Category
Special Lanes

Conditions
Bike lanes of varying widths separated by pavement markers, bollards,
concrete curbs, or a mix of designs
Roadways that are designed / designated as public plazas, curbside patios,
Parklets, etc.
Pavement Conditions
Sidewalks with significant root damage
Downtown brick and pebble pavements
Pavements with potholes and other damaged sections
Debris
Hypodermic needles and debris in certain downtown locations
Fallen leaves and pinecones
Winter debris (sand, salt, etc.) after a snow event
This sweeper will be used to offset an existing asset. It should be noted that this will impact the sanitation
operations metrics.
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8.2

TESTING ACTIVITIES

In order to achieve the objectives of this pilot plan, test cases were developed for each of the three
technologies identified as potential pilots. Test cases were determined and designed in collaboration with
frontline operators and supervisors in order to consider application-specific testing requirements. As these
users typically test candidate machinery offered by vendors, their input is invaluable.
Figure 27: Test Case Categories

2. Efficiency

1. Feasibility

3. Safety & Security

Test cases were broken down into three primary categories (Figure 27): Feasibility, Efficiency, and Safety &
Security. These three categories broadly apply to the overarching goals of the pilot(s), which include a proven
business case, a technical assessment of the technology, and maintaining staff buy-in / support. Each of
these categories were then broken into sub-categories, some of which are universal, and many of which are
technology dependent. At a high-level, the testing categories and sub-categories are:
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1. Feasibility
a. Service Quality: Ability to meet or exceed the current service requirements.
b. Operating Environments: Different scenarios in which the technology is
expected to support throughout regular deployment.
c. Edge Cases: Known unique challenges or aspects of the above (damaged
curbs, uneven substrates, steep angles, etc.).
d. Weather Conditions: All-season operations should be tested, however, at a
minimum all technology must be capable of operating in inclement
conditions (rain, poor visibility).
e. Ability to Deploy: Is the technology limited in range, does it require
significant set up, or does it have insufficient capacity?
f. Connectivity / Infrastructure: Test connectivity and experiment when
connectivity is lost.

2. Efficiency
a. Reliability: Software and hardware reliability by tracking failures of each,
and in tracking the number of operator interventions or restarts required.
b. Flexibility: Determining whether a technology can be used in multiple
applications or if it must be custom built or programmed for specific tasks.
c. Availability: Investigating how charge times and range, fuel efficiency, or
maintenance requirements limit the utilization of each technology.
d. Speed: Measuring the mean time to complete a task compared with
operator-led tasks, including the preparation required for each, will help to
determine relative efficiency. This will be an important aspect of each
business case.

3. Safety & Security
a. Operators: Identifying and tracking the hazards that have been introduced
or removed as a result of leveraging automated technology.
b. Public: Accidental and intentional interference with automated technology.
c. Technical Security: Penetration testing and other cybersecurity
considerations.
d. Privacy: Potential challenges with sensors and cameras, including their
relative data retention policies, where this information is stored and
processed.

Test cases are summarized in the below format (see next page) and are provided in Appendix A separately
for the Pilot Team to reference for testing purposes and revise where they see fit.
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Example Test Case:
Test Operator Procedures
Feasibility - Operating Requirements - Seawall
Scenario
Clear weather - Operating on seawall
Date: Day 1
Start Time:
End Time:
Condition
Time
Dry pavement - Clear weather
Day Time
Test Purpose
Observe the ability to effectively sweep debris within seawall paths
Test Description
The sweeper will travel at regular speed recommended by manufacturer. The sweeper will follow seawall
with curb / divider, with plastic bollard, and lane marking. The sweeper will sweep empty seawall as they
are closed off to the public. An operator will be present to monitor progress, record errors, and intervene
as necessary.
Demonstration
The following requirements will demonstrate the necessary competencies in this test case.
1. Pickup debris
2. Scan seawall and sweep those that have no occupancy or major obstruction
3. Avoid static objects in its path.
4. Stop if people or bike are in the way.
5. Stop at intersections or in key areas as programmed
6. Navigate intersections and perform turns as programmed
7. Complete the circuit and return to starting point
8. Monitor the frequency and type of hardware and software failures. Record operator actions that repaired
/ fixed the issue.
9. Complete the sweeping of seawall with varying pavement widths
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8.3

TRAINING AND EDUCATION CONSIDERATIONS

Different levels of training and education must be considered, which can range from a full operational
understanding of the equipment for those monitoring or conducting tests, to communicating the emergency
stop procedure to anyone who may come across the equipment in a test area (e.g. Manitoba Yards).
We have identified three levels to consider:

Focused Training
1. Operator Training

2. Education for Other City Staff

3. Education for the Public
Broad
Education
1. Operator training:
Vendor or manufacturer involvement will vary depending on the prototype maturity for the chosen pilot
project. The preference of the Project Team is to only pursue opportunities where City operators are
instrumental to the testing and deployment of this technology. These operators are expected to carryout
the test cases by operating, maintaining, and troubleshooting the vehicles. Furthermore, these operators
will also be monitoring, observing, and collecting data to evaluate the test cases. This necessitates
adequate training for all operator staff who will either interact with or operate the pilot technology, which
will follow guidelines discussed in Chapter 7.5.1.
In addition, first responders would need additional education to learn how to respond to intervene safely
in the event of a vehicle incident, as discussed in Chapter 7.5.2.
2. Education for Other City staff:
For city staff not directly involved with the pilot testing, it would be important to educate them on how
these tests will impact their day-to-day work, how to respond to conditions and situations created by the
pilot testing, and how they can benefit from using CAV technologies in their line of work.
Furthermore, there is an opportunity to introduce the technology to Fleet and Manufacturing Services
(FMS) mechanics and staff. Any pilot program must include an educational component around specialty
technology not otherwise used in the City fleet (e.g. LiDAR). This should include how to operate,
leverage, and interact with properly functioning technology, how to calibrate sensors and systems, and
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how to maintain or repair specialty hardware. Proprietary technology, particularly on the software front, is
anticipated to be excluded from these discussions, but a level of learning and an expectation of
maintainability is an important consideration in the adoption of any future vehicle technologies.
3. Education for the Public:
It is important to develop public outreach programs to not only educate residents on the benefits,
capabilities, limitations, and vulnerabilities of CAV, but also to provide them with education on how to
respond and interact to the test cases conducted on public roads / areas. Additional details are
discussed in Chapter 7.5.3.
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9. TIMELINE
The following timeline is a preliminary working example for project planning and budgetary purposes.
Depending on the number and breadth of test cases, and a few external variables outside of our control (e.g.
manufacturer requirements, acquisition delays, procurement process), this timeline (Figure 28) may need to
be adapted as part of the project initiation process and included in the formal project charter.
Figure 28: Pilot Plan Timeline

Each of the key activities as part of the project plan are summarized below.

9.1

PHASE 1: PROJECT INITIATION

The project initiation phase will focus on reinstating the project by accounting for any developments from a
technology and regulatory perspective. As this area is constantly evolving, the effort associated with revising
this plan is likely to increase the longer the hiatus between this report and a pilot program. The following
activities should be completed as part of this phase:
1. Pilot Plan Review: The project manager and any key decision makers should review this document
and investigate the latest technology and regulations applicable to the potential pilots.
2. Business Case Updates: With time, technology costs are expected to decrease. In parallel, the
underlying assumptions around benefits for citizen services and operations may change as well. All
business cases should be revisited, especially if the business case is a determining factor in the
technology selected for pilot.
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3. Identify Project Team: It will be important to maintain frontline operator engagement regardless of the
technology chosen. As a key success factor in the first 4 phases, it will be crucial to include those
staff who know the existing technology well42.
4. Project Charter: Once the business cases have been updated, a technology has been selected, and
a project team is formed, a project charter will need to be drafted following City of Vancouver PMO
guidelines.
5. Confirm Licensing Requirements: As part of finalizing the project charter (specifically around scope of
testing to be completed), the team should revise any research within this plan as to the regulatory
and licensing considerations and begin each process early on.
6. Contact / Notify Manufacturers: The manufacturers we collaborated with are listed in Appendix B,
along with their respective contacts. As part of the review of this pilot program, it is possible that
alternatives are identified as well, which should be considered. At the conclusion of phase 1, the
project team should notify the vendors for the selected technology of our plan to proceed. It is
important that notice is provided regardless of the procurement process; the technology vendors
discussed here do not monitor City of Vancouver purchasing opportunities.

9.2

PHASE 2: MANUFACTURER COLLABORATION

Building on the relationships developed while developing this pilot plan, work with the manufacturers to
complete the following key prerequisite activities:
1. Purchase / Lease Contracting: Work with City procurement staff and the selected vendors to
negotiate purchase or lease and the associated service plans.
2. Test Strategy / Case Confirmation: As technology and regulations will have evolved, a review of the
test cases should be completed by both parties to ensure they are most reflective of the current
capabilities.
3. Government / Regulator Engagement & Collaboration: Depending on the chosen technology and
testing areas, various levels of government may require information or documentation. It would be
beneficial for all parties if the manufacturers were able to participate in providing the necessary
information directly.
4. Communications & Training: The participating branches and departments need to be briefed on the
pilot plan and training provided. This should begin following project team selection, tailoring
communications in collaboration with operators.

9.3

PHASE 3: TESTING

The timelines and relative effort for this phase specifically are high-level estimates at best. This will need to be
revised as part of the project charter and during the test strategy / case confirmation activities. We have
allocated 6 months of testing, including 4 months of closed area testing. We are assuming that this timeframe
will include all weather conditions that are specified in the test cases, such as heavy rain events, snow events,
and typical dry conditions.
1. Closed Area Testing: Complete all test cases that are subject to closed area testing / testing on
private property. This should minimize or negate the need for public consultations or
communications. Assuming KPIs and safety metrics are being met, and that it is permissible under
the law to move to public area testing, there should be a steering committee decision to proceed
(this may further require CLT approval).

42

Note that we were unable to engage with recreation centre staff for the ice resurfacer technology due to labour relations concerns.
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2. Public Area Testing: Proceed to complete test cases that are subject to public areas with increased
interaction with external variables (traffic infrastructure, non-City vehicles, construction, pedestrians,
etc.).
Note that at the time of writing all testing must be completed with a back-up driver / operator present to
intervene as necessary in both closed area and public area testing.

9.4

PHASE 4: FINAL REPORT

A report on the findings of the testing will be warranted for internal and external stakeholders. This could
extend to the reporting requirements of any funding partners. Similar reports are available from other cities
and municipalities, many of which provided valuable insight for our jurisdiction scan as detailed in section 4.1.
The project team should also be prepared to present findings live to the steering committee, the City
Leadership Team, and potentially others at conferences or other municipal / industry events where we
contribute.
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10. BUDGET FORECASTS
To support pilot planning, the project team has developed a high-level budget for consideration. As there are
several variables to consider, accompanying this document is an Excel-based budget tool that a future
project manager or sponsor can use to revise this estimate, as necessary. As this team is unaware of the
specific salaries / pay bands in all areas where a technology may be leveraged, the budget estimate is
summarized in full-time equivalents (FTEs), however, the Excel tool has hourly wage variables included for
more precise analysis.

Based on the project team to date, it was anticipated that a project manager would require the support of two
fleet resources and two transportation resources, part time. Given the nature of the testing and the desire to
have additional resources to cover for sick days and vacation, two operator branch resources would be
required. This assumes that an internal team supports the pilot program, however, consideration could be
made for external consultants / support to alleviate the commitment of internal staff, add capacity, and
provide another perspective.
While the level of involvement of each resource varies throughout the project, once testing begins (month 6)
the team should allocate a branch operator to test or use the equipment full-time. This is done for efficiency
and efficacy, as the technology deployed will have a considerable capital expense and partnership funding
may be time-bound.
Also, note that there is a marked increase in involvement leading up to the beginning of testing, a key
milestone with many required deliverables (finalized test cases, procurement of technology, test site setup,
communications and education, etc.)
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11. RISKS & ISSUES
There are potential challenges that could impact the City's ability to complete a pilot program that reflects the
intentions of this pilot plan. Some consideration to these, including preliminary mitigation strategies have been
detailed below. As with the balance of this report, these risks and issues are anticipated to change with time;
some may naturally alleviate while others may become of greater concern.
Risk or Issue

Potential Mitigation Strategies

The project may be unable to gain approval
from government or regulators due to the
nature of the proposed testing (capabilities,
back-up drivers, public safety, etc.)

The test strategy was created in a phased manner to
create certainty, to ensure safety, and to increase
government support. If the plan as proposed is not
accepted, other adjustments to be considered include:
1. Only apply for and complete closed area testing until
a later date when approval is more likely.
2. Reduce the scope of functionality or connectivity
being tested.
3. Pause the program until regulations or legislation
changes to support.

The selected technology may not be available
in our geography, or if it is possible to procure
it may be difficult or impossible to register.

Staff or union support may be lacking.

43

1. There is a specialty vehicle program that allows for
testing and innovation purposes through Transport
Canada, referred to as a Schedule VII Declaration43.
2. Begin discussions with the Provincial government
(Ministry of Transportation), any federal regulators,
insurers, and other stakeholders early in the project
initiation phase to avoid surprises or delays.
While the project team has done well to engage operators
it will be prudent to continue this engagement to maintain
union support.

Transport Canada, Schedule VII Declaration, http://wwwapps.tc.gc.ca/Saf-Sec-Sur/7/TVIS-SITV/lgn.aspx?l=e
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12. BUSINESS CASES
In considering the various technologies under review, a business case helps to prioritize which technology to
pursue. This will include several key factors, including development stage / technology maturity, potential
increases to service delivery efficiency, innovation / value-added benefits, staff benefits (safety and job
satisfaction), and sustainability benefits.
Below we have defined each of these factors:

Increased technology maturity
means it is at a closer stage for
full market deployment, with
potential or less operating risks,
with most of the critical issues
solved, and the technology will
be closer to what will be
deployed.

Technology
Maturity

Sustainability
benefits

Service
Delivery

Technology is capable of
meeting and exceeding
current level of service,
without significant increases in
complexity or cost.

Staff
Benefits

Innovation / ValueAdded Benefits

Technology provides
opportunity to reduce
carbon dioxides and other
emissions, directly
supporting Greenest City
2020 Action Plan

Provide improved staff
wellbeing, with better
working environment,
reduced workplace
hazards, and improved job
engagement levels.

In addition to immediate service delivery benefits,
technology can provide indirect benefits, such as the
ability to synergize with other services, improve
organizational flexibility, support a more innovative
culture, etc.
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12.1 ICE RESURFACER
Ice resurfacing currently takes approximately 15 minutes to complete between rentals, assuming an NHLsized rink. Depending on the number of rentals per day, this can take up a significant portion of the
maintenance technician’s daily activities.

Technology Maturity

Service Delivery

Innovation / ValueAdded Benefits

Staff Benefits

Sustainability
Benefits

There are two primary manufacturers of this technology, Sottu6 and
Phaneuf International. The former has shared that they are in final
testing stages and are looking to partner with a municipality or ice rink
operator to finalize the machine, but that it is not ready for full-time
deployment. The latter has shared that machines are available for
lease or purchase but has not responded to multiple requests for
information, including on pricing or the process for ordering.
Based on this, the ice resurfacing technology would be expected to be
a net draw on City resources until the technology is proven and ready
to be deployed.
The automated ice resurfacing machines promise to flip ice rentals
faster, increasing daily revenues. Typical ice resurfacing time is 15
minutes, whereas the new technology offers to resurface as quickly as
5 minutes. Assuming an average ice rental cost of $210 per hour, and
10 rentals per day, it would be possible to recapture 100 minutes, or
approximately 1.5 rentals each day. This could generate a benefit of
up to $9,450 monthly or $113,400 annually if all new rental slots were
booked.
The automated systems provide an array of data to help maintain the
ice and optimize resurfacing. These data points help to provide longer
ice life and a flatter, more consistent surface. This would reduce the
amount of time spent by maintenance technicians inspecting the ice
or the premature draining and rebuilding that would be required of
cracked or poorly maintained ice.
Ice resurfacing requires about 2 – 2.5 hours per day from the
maintenance technician. This can be seen as an interruption to other
activities required of their role, including a recently revised
refrigeration maintenance plan. By automating part of their daily tasks,
the technology can alleviate some of the demand on their time,
allowing them to focus on their areas of expertise / technical training
that bring greater job satisfaction.
Current convention models of ice resurfacers are mainly powered by
fossil fuel engines, which not only create significantly more carbon
output compared with electric models, but also puts a significant strain
on the ice rink’s building ventilation system to eliminate hazardous
emissions.
In particular, pairing CAV technology with electric powered models will
further reduce energy use through more efficient resurfacing.
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12.2 LAWN MOWERS

Technology Maturity

Service Delivery

Innovation / ValueAdded Benefits

Staff Benefits

The underlying technology of the automated mowers exists in
residential applications perfected by Husqvarna and a few others.
These devices, not unlike an iRobot or similar vacuum cleaner, are
commercially available for consumers. Their size and capabilities do
not meet the needs of greater scale typical of commercial operations,
such as golf courses or parks.
A few companies are looking to capitalize on this gap by providing
commercial-sized solutions. Graze mowing has a prototype that is
undergoing testing with a target release date of June 1 st, 2021. There
are several landscape and maintenance companies that have signed
up for initial units to confirm testing and as part of their investments in
the start-up. However, an example could be available for deployment
with the City as early as 2022.
Using automated mowers can increase the capacity of parks and golf
course staff and provide additional / redundant mowing capacity. As
an example, mowing within the driving range could be completed
outside of business hours without requiring staff to stay late or come in
early to complete it. The same benefits could be applied to destination
parks such as VanDusen Gardens and Stanley Park. These areas
could be closed after dusk and could be serviced by automated
equipment, leaving staff hours to focus on other landscaping and
maintenance duties.
Currently, golf courses have a stringent preventative maintenance
program and have had to resort to rental equipment when a greens
mower or otherwise goes out of service. While not permanent, a pilot
program could provide additional equipment capacity.
While some of the existing mowing technology at the City is electric,
much of it is still diesel or gasoline fuelled. Each of the technologies
being explored are fully electric with sufficient operating times to meet
the needs of their application. Graze Mowers anticipates fuel savings
of $4,000 - $6,000 per year.
The mower designed by Graze Mowers will have additional data
collection capabilities that will help to maintain grass health. Through
monitoring moisture levels, scanning for mold, mildew, and fungi, and
detecting various pests, golf courses, parks, and sports field crews will
be able to optimize their use of water, fertilizer, and any pesticides as
needed. This provides financial and ecological benefits to the City
beyond what typical commercial mowers provide today.
There are two primary staff benefits to deploying this technology. The
first considers that many operators may not enjoy mowing grass for 8
hours per day. Job satisfaction is likely to increase among those who
either reduce or eliminate the need to cut grass by automating part of
or all of this activity. This allows them instead to focus on other highvalue activities that they may take a greater interest or pride in doing.
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Sustainability
Benefits

44

The second benefit concerns safety. An automated mower such as
Graze Mower’s lawnmower has a lower profile with a lower center of
gravity, reducing roll-over risk for the machine. Should a machine
suffer a roll-over in such an environment, a supervisor would be far
enough away to avoid injury all together. Furthermore, high slope
areas currently mowed by hand could be converted to automated
mowing, preventing related back and other injuries as a result.
One manufacturer of only battery electric mowers estimates that
converting one full-sized commercial mower is the CO2 equivalent of
removing 140 cars from the road, due to a lack of emissions controls
or standards44.

Mean Green Mowers, https://meangreenproducts.com/zero-emissions/, access November 2020
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12.3 STREET SWEEPERS

Technology Maturity

Service Delivery

Innovation / ValueAdded Benefits

Staff Benefits

Sustainability
Benefits

45

At the time of writing, this technology is most mature of the shortlisted
candidates. Boschung has achieved level 4 / level 5 certifications in
China and is pursuing similar approvals in the European Union and
North America. Similarly, Enway is testing their fully autonomous level
4 / level 5 sweeper in Singapore with the intent of a public street trial
taking place once approved.
While this could provide for a quicker ramp up to full-scale testing,
concerns may exist that the functionality may be abused or that the
testing may exceed approved parameters 45.
There are several routes where sweeping is completed regularly
throughout the City to maintain thoroughfares and Business
Improvement Areas (BIAs). When not responding to a specific incident
(e.g. a car accident), there is an opportunity to automate this service
delivery so that available drivers can focus on more intricate routes or
respond to service requests.
As is common with many vehicle operator positions, there has been a
recent challenge in hiring sweeper operators at the City. Beyond the
typical challenges of finding candidates in the labour market,
automated sweepers would improve overall service delivery. These
automated sweepers allow for the operators hired to be reassigned to
more pressing tasks, such as other street cleaning activities,
residential collections, storm response, or other more visible citizen
services – all without postponing sweeping activities.
Specific cost savings were not calculated for this opportunity.
However, there would be anticipated savings in fuel and emissions as
both Boschung and Enway are working with fully electric sweepers. As
well, savings could be realized by reducing overtime spend of drivers
completing routes that were paused for more pressing citizen
services.
In sweeping areas with irregular static objects such as parked cars, an
automated sweeper is able to conduct a scan of the area and optimize
the sweeping pattern in a way that could reduce the mean time to
complete certain jobs. Data would be further collected and analyzed
to determine the best time of day to sweep based on historical parking
trends or other factors.
More advanced deployments of this technology could remove the
driver from the sweeper. This could take the form of remote operation
or monitoring of automated sweepers, allowing the remote operator to
intervene as needed. This would provide safety in sweeping areas that
pose risks to operator safety.
CAV technology equipped electric sweepers would be able to
significantly reduce carbon emissions through the use of electric
power source and more efficient equipment use and routing.

Regulators recognize that operators are humans, and humans have a history of falling asleep in their Tesla on Autopilot.
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13. TERMS & DEFINITIONS
The following terms & definitions are based on:
•

•

Referenced from Transport Canada - Testing Highly Automated Vehicles in Canada Guidelines for Trial
Organizations, which are sourced from SAE International’s Surface Vehicle Recommended Practice:
Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms Related to Driving Automation Systems for On-Road Motor Vehicles,
J3016 (2016) and developed by the guideline.
Developed specifically for testing trials in the City of Vancouver

13.1 TERMS & DEFINITIONS DIRECTLY SOURCED FROM SAE:
Automated Driving System (ADS): the hardware and software that are collectively capable of performing the
entire Dynamic Driving Task (DDT) on a sustained basis, regardless of whether it is limited to a specific
Operational Design Domain (ODD); this term is used specifically to describe a level 3, 4, or 5 driving
automation system.
ADS-dedicated vehicle (ADS-DV): a vehicle designed to be operated exclusively by a level 4 or level 5 ADS
for all trips. NOTE: An ADS-DV is a truly “driverless” vehicle. However, the term “driverless vehicle” is not
used herein because the term has been, and continues to be, widely misused to refer to any vehicle equipped
with a driving automation system, even if that system is not capable of always performing the entire DDT and
thus involves a (human) driver for part of a given trip. This is the only category of ADS-operated vehicle that
requires neither a conventional nor a remote driver during routine operation.
Driver: a user who performs, in real-time, part or all of the DDT and/or DDT fallback for a particular vehicle.
NOTE: In a vehicle equipped with a driving automation system, a driver may in some vehicles assume or
resume performance of part or all of the DDT from the driving automation system during a given trip.
Remote Driver: a driver who is not seated in a position to manually exercise in-vehicle braking, accelerating,
steering, and transmission gear selection input devices (if any) but is able to operate the vehicle. NOTE: a
remote driver can include a user who is within the vehicle, within line of sight of the vehicle, or beyond line of
sight of the vehicle.
Dynamic Driving Task (DDT): all of the real-time operational and tactical functions required to operate a
vehicle in on-road traffic, excluding the strategic functions such as trip scheduling and selection of
destinations and waypoints, and including without limitation:
1. Lateral vehicle motion control via steering (operational);
2. Longitudinal vehicle motion control via acceleration and deceleration (operational);
3. Monitoring the driving environment via object and event detection, recognition, classification, and response
preparation (operational and tactical)
4. Object and event response execution (operational and tactical);
5. Maneuver planning (tactical); and
6. Enhancing conspicuity via lighting, signaling and gesturing, etc. (tactical).
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Dynamic Driving Task (DDT) Fallback: the response by the user or by an ADS to either perform the DDT or
achieve a minimal risk condition after occurrence of a DDT performance-relevant system failure(s) or upon
ODD exit.
(Human) User: a general term referencing the human role of interacting with a driving automation system.
Minimal Risk Condition: a condition in which a user or an ADS may bring a vehicle after performing the DDT
fallback in order to reduce the risk of a crash when a given trip cannot or should not be completed.
Object and Event Detection and Response (OEDR): the subtasks of the DDT that include monitoring the
driving environment (detecting, recognizing, and classifying objects and events and preparing to respond as
needed) and executing an appropriate response to such objects and events (i.e., as needed to complete the
DDT and/or DDT fallback).
Operate (a motor vehicle): collectively, the activities performed by a (human) driver (with or without support
from one or more level 1 or 2 driving automation features) or by an ADS (level 3–5) to perform the entire DDT
for a given vehicle during a trip.
Operational Design Domain (ODD): the specific conditions under which a given driving automation system or
feature thereof is designed to function, including, but not limited to, driving modes. NOTE: An ODD may
include geographic, roadway, environmental, traffic, speed, and/ or temporal limitations.
Passenger: a user in a vehicle who has no role in the operation of that vehicle.
Request to Intervene: notification by the ADS to a driver indicating that they should promptly
perform the DDT fallback.

13.2 TERMS & DEFINITIONS DEVELOPED WITHIN TESTING HIGHLY AUTOMATED
VEHICLES IN CANADA GUIDELINES FOR TRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
Disengagement (of the ADS): a deactivation of the automated mode when a failure of the ADS is detected or
when the safe operation of the highly automated vehicle requires that the driver or remote driver assume
immediate operation of the vehicle or, in the case of ADS-dedicated vehicles, that the ADS system be
deactivated for the safety of the vehicle, its occupants, or other road users.
Highly Automated Vehicle (HAV): the hardware and software that are collectively capable of performing the
entire DDT on a sustained basis, regardless of whether it is limited to a specific ODD; this term is used
specifically to describe a level 3, 4, or 5 driving automation system.
Serious Incident: any reportable collision involving a trial vehicle (that meets the jurisdiction’s reporting
threshold for collisions); a contravention of a traffic law that compromises safety, such as unsafely exceeding
the speed limit or a red-light violation; or a scenario where safety is otherwise compromised.
Trial Organization: a company or organization seeking to trial an ADS in Canada, including original
manufacturers of automated vehicles, technology companies, academic or research institutions, and
manufacturers of parts, systems, equipment or components for automated driving systems.

13.3 TERMS & DEFINITIONS DEVELOPED FOR SPECIFIC USE IN CITY OF VANCOUVER
TESTING TRIALS
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Automated Vehicle (CAV): Pertaining to vehicle or vehicle technology that allows vehicles to drive with some
degree of automation
Connected Vehicle (CV): Pertaining to vehicle or vehicle technology that allows vehicles to communicate
wirelessly with other road users and infrastructure
Connected and Automated Vehicle (CAV): Pertaining to vehicle or vehicle technology that allows vehicles to
both drive with some degree of automation and communicate wirelessly with other road users and
infrastructure
Testing Vehicle: General term used to describe all vehicles provided by testing organization that will be part of
the testing trials
Operator: Personnel who are specifically trained to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Monitor and observe the testing trials
Respond to any hardware / software failures
Respond to notifications and requests coming form the testing vehicle
Record and interpret vehicle data
Manually override the vehicle’s automated functions when required
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